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SAN.TA FE, N. M., MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1904.

NO. 174.

1001$ LIIE

WASHINGTON ROOSEVELT S LETTER
SITUATION
ANDREWS
UNCHANGED
AGITATED
BY ACCLAMATION
OF ACCEPTANCE
Season is

Rainy

Votes Out of 168 Now for the
Bernalillo Alan - Bursum Delega
tion From Socorro County Seated.

East and Roads are
Impassable.

118

Albuquerque, Sept. 1?.'1804, 4:15.

'

for temporary chairman of the conven

Now on

in

Far Arrival ot Kussian transport in
American Harbor May Cause
Trouble.

TOTAL LOSS SUSTAINED MUST
Tokio Give Out Official Report of Num- ber Killed in Battle of Liao .'
,

SOON

LEAVE

State Department

Orders
Sail Within Twenty-Fou- r
or Dismantle.

Vessel to
Hours

It is Not Only a Remarkably Strong
Campaign Document But Also an
Important Addition to the President's Literary Successes and
State Papers.

J. J. Sheridan,
of Berna
Makes Violent Attack on tion.
Yang.
lillo, was chosen as temporary sea'
Otero and Andrews.
After the conventiQn was called to retary. Colonel Chaves accepted the
St.
now practically con
Washington, D. C, Sept. 12. The
order prayer was offered by Rev.) W. secretary. Col.: Chaves accepted, the cedes Petersburg
that General Kuropatkin is fall- Navy Department today received a dis
"
an
honor
M. Marsh,
in'
Chairman Hubbell called
eloquent and sincere ing back to Tie Pass and
The letter of acceptance of the Re
So well has the work been done
that no ser- patch from Rear Admiral Goodrich,
the convention to order and made a speech, fully demonstrating that he ap ious stand is
for
Presidenour opponents do not venture to
nomination
the
that
publican
Yard
Mare
the
at
Navy
expected at Mukden, commanding
violent attack on Governor Otero .and preciated the compliment in the high which indicates the
Rus- - cy by President Roosevelt was given recite the facts about our policies or
move
the
Russian
Island,
the
that
California,
stating
Senator W. H. Andrews. The conven est degree.
ment Is being affected slowly, but. in 'slan transport, Lena, had arrived and for publication to the press of the acts, and then oppose them. They attion .received this with . many hisses' '; The Committee on Credentials con an
tack them only when they have first
manner. The two armies that her commanding, officer claimed country today, and is as follows:
and cries "down, down,'" "seat him," sisting of one delegate from each coun are orderly
Hon. J. G. Cannon,
misrepresented them; for a truthful
that
boilers
in
his
touch
with
and
each
merely
engines
keeping
ship's
"shut him up," etc., etc. He also made ty, was then appointed by the chair.
Com
Notification
Chairman
of
the
recital would leave no room for adno
were
in
of
need
of
in
the
other,
any consequence
fighting
repairs. Later
a strong harrangue for Delegate B. S. The committee retired and, the fol being
verse comment.
continues to fall day the telegram was referred to the mittee:
Rain
reported.
Rodey and made bitter and vindicative lowing is a list of the delegates:
My Dear Sir: I accept the nomina
and the roads are impassable. Official State. Department for action.
Panama an Instance In Point.
Bernalillo Frank A. Hubbell, W. H.
threats against those who dared to op
tion
for the Presidency tendered me
"United States to Be Prepared.
figures from Toklo place the Japanese
Panama offers an instance in point,
pose him. He swore that he would not Andrews, W. H. Greer, W, S. Strickler, losses at Liao
Convent
National
Our
Yang at 17,500, and, accan criticise what we
Washington, D. C, Sept. 12. Secre- by the Republican
again accept the chairmanship. He G. S. Klock, George F. Albright, Thom cording to military experts, the Rus- tary Morton has telegraphed Rear Ad- Ion, and cordially approve the platform did inopponents
Panama only on one condiexpected a stampede of his support- as Hughes, George W. Harrison, Jesus, sian losses should not exceed those of miral Goodrich, commander-in-chie- f
In
it.
this
letter
writing
of adopted by
tion of misstating what we did. The
N.
ers, but as they were outnumbered two Romero, Nestor MOntoya, Thomas
the Japanese, in fact, as the Russians the Pacific Coast station, directing him there are certain points upon which I administration behaved throughout
r
againstt to one for him, his expecta- Wllkerson, Policarplo Armijo, W. H. were on the defensive they should not to detain the Pacific squadron at San desire to lay special stress.
not only with good faith, but with extions failed to materialize and were Glllenwater, Eslavlo Vivil, R. W. Hop be as
It is difficult to find out from the ut
Toklo figures there Francisco and to inquire of the com
The
great.
traordinary
patience and large generos
' met Dy iouq ana
r
overwhelming cries ior kins. ,.
fore would indicate that the total cas- - mander of the Lena what his in ten terances of our opponents what are ity toward those with whom it dealt. It
Chaves Herbert J. Hagerman, J. M
"Andrews, Andrews." Delegate Greer,
the real issues upon which they pro was also mindful of American interests '
ulties were not more than thirty thou- tlons are.
'
from Bernalillo County, who was in Hervey.
1 .'.
..
pose to wage this campaign. It is not It acted in strict
In
Official
sand.'
Caused
Stir
Circles.
Colfax--- J.
compliance with the
'
the galleries where there were large
Leahy, J. Van Houton, E.
D. C, Sept. 12. Admir unfair to say that, having abandoned law
Rainy Season Has Commenced.
Washignton,
Had not Pan
Congress.
by
passed
C.
Robert
H.
crowds of hired claquers, boomers and Studley,
Abbott,
Cruger,
Mukden, Sept. 12. Last night rain al Goodrich's report on the presence most of the principles upon which ama been promptly recognized, and
bums, endeavored to stampede the con- W.' C. Barnes, J. R. Sherrette, J. C. fell In torrents and
last
today it is still of the Russian transport Lena In San they have Insisted during the
the transit across the Isthmus kept
vention for Rodey. He did not suc- - Salazar, Thomas McBride, T. Hartt.
Roads are impassable, and Francisco harbor caused a great stir eight years, they now seem at a loss, open, in accordance with our
drizzling.
treaty
f Dona Ana
W, H. H. Lleyellyn, Mar
ceed, however.
Is
as
to
that
both
what
it
they really
movements are at a standstill. in official circles here. The entry of
rights and obligations, there would
tin Lohman, Jose R. Lucero, Nicolas military
Andrew Gaining Steadily.
The town is so crowded that foodstuffs the ship was entirely unexpected and believe, and as to how firmly they have ensued endless guerrilla warfare
The city is very lively today and Galles, Jose Gonzales, Epimenio Flores, are almost
Prices have was a disagreeable event for it was shall assert their belief in anything. and possibly foreign complications;
unprocurable.
was so yesterday. Every county in the Marcial Valdez, H. B. Holt.
trebled and quadrupled. A division of hoped by the officials that America In fact, It Is doubtful It they venture while all chance of building the canal
Eddy Not represented.'
Territory is represented here by delethe Butlers lost almost all their sup- would escape being drawn into the ne- resolutely to press a single issue; as would have been deferred, certainly
Grant W. H. Newcomb, R. M; Turgates, except Eddy. Excitement ran
plies
during the Russian retreat. Civ- cessity of making close decisions re soon as they raise one they shrink for years, perhaps for a generation or
high at times and the Hubbell support- ner, R. P. Barnes, W. D. Murray, C. H, ilians are beseiglng the railroad sta
specting the rights of belligerent ves from it and seek to explain it away. more. Criticism of the action in this
ers were'loud and vociferous In their Lyons, Macedonio Torres.
and other eating places but it is sels in our ports. It is said at the Such an attitude is the probably in matter is
tion
simply criticism of the only
Leonard Wood Jose y Armijo, Pla- well
claims that they had the administraState Department that In International evitable result of the effort to impro possible action which could have securnigh impossible to' get food.
tion beaten. The facts, however, are cido Baca y Baca, F. D. Morse, Manuel
when
for
thus
vise
convictions:
impro ed
law there is no difference recognized
Dum Dum Bullets Used.
the building of the canal; as well aB
otherwise. At three o'clock this after- C. de Baca, E. R. Wright.
between a transport and a battle ship, vised, it is natural that they should be the peace and
12.
D.
The
Washington,
C,
Sept.
R."
quiet which we were, by
Lincoln
noon the Andrews enthusiasts were
Michaels, Clement High
manner.
held
a
in
tentative
although there seems to be an intimathe
received
to preserve along the
bound
today
Japanese
legation
treaty,
G.
S.
W.
118
votes
of
a
tower,
out
WJlliam
Prichard,
possible
figuring
The party now in control of the gov
mation that the captain of the Russian
from
Toklo:
Mahchur
"The
of
across
following
line
the Isthmus. The
transit
more.
168. this is fully two-thirand
Brady, Komaldo Montano.
otherwise and was dis ernment is troubled with no such dif service rendered this country in seLuna B. Y. McKeyes, A. B. Hani ian army reports two kinds of dum ship thought
The chances are that the nominato
do
at
have
We
not
guess
dum bullets were found among the posed to claim exemption from the ficulties.
.''
the perpetual right to construct,
tion for delegate will be made tonight, gan. "Vrules of war applying to naval ships. our own convictions, and then correct curing
of
war
munitions
after
the
captured
maintain,
operate, and defend the caMcKinley Stephen Canavan, Greg
although the Hubbell supporters will
seems
if
The
it
unpopular.
Liao Yang battle.
Some of the It is probable that this government the guess
so
was
nal
that our opponents do
do their utmost to keep it off until in the ory Page, T. C. Deshon.
will follow the course pursued by Ger principles which we profess are those not venturegreat
: Mora
to raise the issue In
E. H, wounds Inflicted on the Japanese were
Cristoval
Sanchez,
morning as between sunset and
and
we
with
which
In'
heart
believe
man.7, France ana China in cases
Is a better time "for tricks that Biernbaum,
fashion; for' If so raisJuan Navarro, Patricio caused by bullets of this description
wher Russian vessels sought shelter soul and strength. Men may differ straightforward
...
Will
ed there would be no issue. The deIntervene?
the
powers
a
Daniel
la
Sanchez.
and
Theodore
are
vain
Cassady.
ways that
dark,
us
of
accuse
cannot
from
but
In
us;
they
their harbors.'
St. Petersburg, Sept. 12. Reports
Hubbell" than - between sunrise and Roybal, F. A. Vigil. Tito Melendez.
shiftiness or insincerity.: The policies cisive action which brought this 'beRemains in Harbor.
neficent result was the exercise by the
Otero David J. Leahy, WJA. Haw of the impending intervention by the
sunset. ; Even were thls-t- o be the case
San
Sept. 12. The Rus- we have pursued are those which we President of the powers vested in him.
and the convention should not make kins, J. H. Laurie, F. J. Lynch, W. D. powers to end the war are considered sian Francisco,'
nato
hold
as
the
essential
transport Lena which unexpected- earnestly
and in him alone, by the Constitution;
the nomination for delegate until to Tipton.
today by the Novoe Vremya which
W t
from Vladivos-tock- , tional welfare and repute. Our actions the
arrived
ly
yesterday
Is
no
an
of
such
there
F.
morrow it is not believed that Chair,
says
prospect
W. Heman, W.
power to recognize foreign governQuay Theodore
words
our
the
louder
for
than
remains at anchor off the Union speak
action by France. The paper says it
man Hubbell can chansre the tide of Buchanon. "
ments
by entering into diplomatic re- ,
Iron Works. Her commander stated faith that Is In us. We base our apand the power to
with
lations
affairs although the convention and its ; Rio Arriba W. G. Sargent.- - Alexan- rather thinks that Germany sh6uld un that
her boilers are in need of repair peal upon what we have done and are make Jtreaties them,
when ratified by
which,
'members are very well and friendly der Read, Andres Romero, A. de Va dertake they task of separating the and that
some time must elapse before doing, upon our record or administra
become under the Constidisposed towards Delegate B. S. rgas, B. C. Hernandez, Narciso San combatants, while Germany has not she will be able to
theSenate,
sev
the
last
tion
and
As
during
legislation
to
sea.
yet
go
Rodey; in fact, he has many warm and chez, Francisco Serna, Silvlano Roy- - material interests enough to be affect- nothing has been done towards placing en years, in which we have had com- tution part of the supreme law of the
land. Neither in this nor in
other
enthusiastic; friends among the dele- bal, Ellas Clark, Miguel Lobato, Poli ed as has France and the United
plete control of the Government. We matter "has there been the any
her in dry dock."
States. .
gates who would like to see him nom- carpio Chaves, Margarito Borrego,
slightest
on
to
f
the
in
intend
the future
carry
Must Put to Sea.
Roosevelt Charles O. Leach; W. E.
failure to live up to the Constitution
inated. His hard and energetic work
Report of Russian General
D. C, Sept. 12. If it Government in the same way that we
Washington,
'
..'
"
are
well
to
services
the
;'
and good
inletter and in spirit. But the Constiparty
St. Petersburg. Sept. 12. A dispatch should
Lindsey.
in
on
the
carried
have
it
past.
appear that the vessel is really
Sandoval Alejandro Sandoval, E. A. has been received from Lieutenant
understood and appreciated and there
A party whose members are radical tution must be observed positively as
must go to isea at once
is not the least) bit of iil feeling to- Miera, A. F. Perea, Pedro Castillo, E. General Sakharoff, under yesterday's seaworthy she
well as negatively., The President's
24
nohours of the
ly at variance on most vital issues, and
wards him, quite the reverse. Never- M. Sandoval, C. A. Gonzales, Nicholas date; reporting that no large Japanese or at least within
duty is to serve the country In accordistice to our officials of her arrival in if united at all, are. only united at
ance with the Constitution; and I
theless It looks as if Senator W. H. de L la O, C M. Sandoval.
forces have been , seen north of the
where1
sues
threatens
attitude
their
on
of
a
She
supply
may take
should be derelict In my duty If I used
Andrews of Bernalillo will be the winSan Juan J. E. Elmer, Granville Yentai Railroad; but south of there are port.
counwhole
to
the
coal but only a sufficient amount to widespread disaster
ning dark horse in this race, despite Pendleton, by C. V, Stafford, proxy.
many large camps of tho Japanese.
In any a false construction of the Constituto
be
trusted
cannot
govern
and
move
to
home
try,
nearest
her
the
port
some very uncomplimentary reports
tion as a shield for weakness and timSanta. Fe J. w. Akers, Levy A
Oyama's Armies are United.,
it will be part of the understanding on matter. A party which with facile
for governmentconcerning the action of certain sup- Hughes. David M. White, J. E. Locome,
idity; or as an excuse
St. Petersburg, Sept. 12. No fresh which this coal is used that it is to be ease, changes all its convictions
"
porters of Chairman Hubbell. in at; Edmond CY, Abbott, George W. Armijo light has been thrown on the situation used for no other purpose. It. is be
election cannot be trusted to ad- al Impotence.
To What Do They Object?
tempted deals with delegates against Telsforo Rivera, Edward L. Bartlett, at the front. Unofficial information, lieved at the Navy Department that here with tenacity to any principle af
Marcelino A. Ortiz, Benito Lujan, Juan tends to confirm the
the "Andrews nomination.
Kuro the conditions will not be allowed to ter election.
A party fit to govern
that
Similar
reports
misrepresentation is the one
, Bursum Delegation
Seated. .. .. N. Sandoval.
is withdrawing the bulk of his shape themselves so that the Lena can must have convictions. In 1896 the weapon of our opponents in regard to
patkin
The Republican Territorial Central
San Miguel E. Sena, J, C. Williams, army northward from Mukden. Heavy
go out of San Francisco harbor to prey Republican party came into power, and our foreign policy, and the way the
Committee met this morning and had M. Valdez, M. Baca, Pablo Vigil, Flor; rains continue. The
armies of on the American bottoms.- - In fact the in 1900 it retained power on certain navy has been made useful In carrying
three,
a spirited session which lasted all the entlno Montoya, Eugenlo Romero, Se- Oyama are
reported united north of impression prevails that the Lena will definite pledges. ' each of which was out this" policy. Here again all that
forenoon.
The Socorro County con- cundlno Romero, Roman' Gallegos, C. the Taitse River,
but there is nothing
up in San Francisco until the scrupulously, fulfilled. But in addition we ask is that they truthfully state
tested delegation case was decided in A. fiples3 Ienacio Lopez, E. H. Sala to indicate that they are sufficiently be tiedthe"
to meeting and solving the problems what ha-- been done, and v then say
war.
end
of
favor of the delegation elected under zar, F. 0. Blood, J.. S. Duncan, S.; P. recuperated to resume an advance.
which were issues in these campaigns, whether or noi they object to it; for If
the call of the committee of which Davis, D. C. Winters, R. E. Twltchell, The best official opinion is that Kuro
it also became necessary to meet other continued in power' we shall continue
Jose y Torres is chairman. This gives J. S. Clark, T. A. Rogers.
does not contemplate making a
patkin
problms which arose after election; our foreign policy and our handling of
'
ten additional votes to the Andrews
Sierra Max L. Kahler, M. W. Rob serious stand at Mukden.
and it ia no small part of our claim to the navy on exactly the same lines in
' rcontingent, making a total of 118 at bins. Thomas Chaves. 0
To what
Russian
Losses
Heaviest.
Were
public confidence that these were solv- the future as in the past.
ths writing.' This vote stood in the Socorro Alejo Gurule, Estevan Ba Oyster Bay, Sept. 12. President
same success that had at phase of our foreign policy, and to
ed
the
with'
central committee. 33 for the
ca. H. H. Howard, A. b. uaca, J. ju.,
the
tended the solution of those concern- what use of the navy, do our opponBursum delegation and 19 for the con- Torres, Elf ego Baca, W. E. Martin, Roosevelt received today throughfrom
Representatives of Western Federa
which the battles at the polls were ents object? Do they object to the way
a
State
ing
'
cablegram
Department
testants. Every county except Eddy Jose Baca y Sedillo A. C. Abeytia, Sol
tion of Miners Did the Threatat
In other words, cur govern- In which the Monroe Doctrine has been
States
Minister
.
United
Grlscom,
fough.
was represented' at' the committee omon G. Baca, Conlelaro Garcia. ;;V
ening.
of
statement
mental
revised
a
proved equal not only strengthened and upheld? Never beefficiency
Tokio,,
giving
meeting. The Quay County contest
Taos Pedro Sanchez,
Malaquias the official
sua
to the tasks that were anticipated, but fore has this doctrine been acquiesced
losses
of
the
figures
was also settled by the committee, by Martinez, Dr. T. P. Martin, Faustin
Goldfleld, Nev., Sept. I2.v-- A commit to doing each unanticipated task a$ it ( in abroad as it is now; and yet, while
ta'ned at the battle of Liao Yang. As
awarding each' "delegation one-ha' Trujlllo, Frank Stanlin, A. Clausln, reported by Field Marshal Oyama the tee of six, representing the. local un arose.
upholding the rights of the weaker re'vote. The committee adjourned after William McKean, Jose Ma. Esqulbel
Min
of
'
Federation
the
ion
of
Western
several
1896.
the
losses
Since
Issues
,
The
publics against foreign aggression, the
during
recommending Colonel J. 'Frahko Cha-- ' , Union E. W. Fox, Francisco Galle- - Japanese
Rus ers gave F. u. Alter ana JL.ewis w.
while
the
1896 was de- Administration has lost no opportunity
were
of
17,500,
contest
battle
When
the
days'
ves of Valencia for temporary chair gos,. Encarnacton Sandoval, R. P. Er
Rope one hour in which to leave the cided, the question of the war with to point out to these republics that '
sian losses were 20,000.
1
man and J. J. Sheridan of Bernalillo. via, Leandro Vigil.
camp. Aker and Rope arrived here Spain was not an issue. When the those who seek- equity should come &
Troops are Cheerful.
for temporary secretary.
".'WlJencia-'t-SblomoLuna, Carl A.
Saturday from Cripple Creek with a contest of 1900 was decided the shape with clean hands., and that whoever
The
Pekin.
via
Mukden, Saturday,
To Nomination Andrews V$ Acclima Dulles,
Chaves, Carlos Baca,
view
of purchasing and ; developing whfch the Isthmian Canal question ul claims liberty as a righi must accept
tion.
Martin Sanchez, John" W. Corbett, P. A. Russians are continuing their retire
some
mining property. . There' is a timately took could not have been fore- the responsibilities that gd with the
ad
The
to
Tie Pass.;
ment
Japanese
s t At 4 o'clock a movement for the Speckman, Teodoro Candelarlo,'
the military strong undercurrent of feeling against seen. But the same qualities which exercise- of the right Do our oppon
Mirabel, Emil Bibo, Jesus San- vance is slow, although
be
union
fcomination of Senator W. H. Andrews
the
of
may
that
Enabled those responsible for making eats object to what wa3 done in referunfavorable to them. the action
Ahez1, TeoAJfo Chaves, Jacobo Chaves, situation is not
by acclamation was In progress and It
consist the information of a Citizens' alliance and administering the Jaws at Wash- ence to the petition of American citinow
Russian
companies
Many
;
looked then as if the senator would lie BVederico Sanchez, Jose Salazar.
to prevent further deportation.
ington to deal successfully with the zens against the Kishenev massacre? ,
There were contests from the coun of only thirty mea Notwithstanding
nominated by acclamation as the parand the currency, enabled them or to the protest against the treatment
tariff
the
retreating
the Russian reverses
of Socorro and' Quay,
ty's candidate for delegate to the 69th ties
to
deal with the Spanish war; and of the Jews In Roumania? or to the efalso
cheerful
are
Congress, as the movement was be decided Mn favor of iheC delegations
same
the
qualities which enabled forts that have been made in behalf of
. .; y
Keeping In Touch with Japanese,
SX:- given above.
v , i
CIS1-coming stronger .right along. C
to
act
re- theni
wisely in the Philippines, the Armenians in Turkey? No other
12.
General
1
Oyama
u.
Tokio, Sept.
The Republican Territorial Convenin
also enabled them to do Administration in our history,.no other
cavand
Cuba,
Russian
inrerA
n
bodv of
nnrfa thaf
tion to select a candidate for' delegate
as regards the problems government In the world, has more
"at Pintattzu. eastward
New"
TbV
their
WeeWy
duty
to, the 59th Congress from New Mexi- la
published br the New Uexlcaa of the railroad between Yentai and
Chicago, III. Sept. 12. It is esti connected with the trusts, and to se consistently stood for the broadest;
co" was called to order this afternoon
Company .every Thursday. It Mukden and adds that the Russians mated that 12.000 .men applied for cure the building of the Tcthmlon spirit of brotherhood In onr common
Printing
at 3:15 o'clock in the Elks' Opera contains the mosX retlabte and latest
'
are merely keening In touch, with the work at the stock yards today. About Canal. We are content to rest our humanity, or has held a more resolute
House in Albuquerque by Chairman territorial
American
before
case
the
people npon. attitude of protest against every wrong
were tafcen
4,800 of these applicants
mining, educational, stock T0ftnese
Frank A. Hubbell of the Republican raising, raflrpa''
to a lofty that outraged tho civilization of the
social
to
und
adherence
that
fact
political
the
the
back
Many
by
packers.
Territorial v Central Committee. The sews of the week from all points--f
'
we
added
have
Ideal
to
men
a
proved govern age, at home or abroad. Do our oppon-ent- s
t
failed
am
Proni oni dozei' to fifty cop!?
1
report for. work, but
T V..
A iohu tujr v. j. flC
vu. hm
' Therefore, our
oaenaan, spcro-tar- y the Territory. It Is mn exce"it paper o
mental
Lake
Shore
on
efficiency.;,:
number
;
object to tha fait that the internathe
appeared
g wyucuin wuciuof the committee.
enquirers
to
friends
fa
the
send
to
Price
tribunal at the Hague was res-east
as
trusted
tional
be
and
other
Is
best
rail
may
This
surely
the very
promises
Michigan Southern
'"
lnc Santa
In accordance with the resolution live cents per copy.
now
from
Is
before ced
Impotence, and turned into
kind of advertisement land t bearing roads, giving rise to much dissatisfac regards any issue that
passed by, the Repabltcaa Central
mrA fmlt as th lam nmanher - A tion among the union men. About 14,- - the people; and we may equally . be a potent instrument for peace among
Committee the name of Colonel Frank
n
This Government hsv
Cloudcroft, "Nature Poof Garden." I
d haalthMkm In the eitr 000
men are still at work in trusted to deal with any problem which the nations?
w.t
v
'
J. Chaves, of Valencia, wa presented1 Season Jnne II to
. Continued on Page Three.
83, U34 .bundanUy shows.
. .
hereafter arise.
the stock yards.
may
I
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i
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I'M FE HEW

DEMOCRATIC SPELLBINDERS
WILL DO NO GOOD IN NEW

mEXIGHH

HALTCM

MEXICO.

STORY & CLARIS

OXFORD CLUB

The Democratic campaign in this
NEW MEXICAN PRINTINd
commenced today. It wll
Territory
Generally' the expresCOMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
sion is, I don't feel half
be a lively and strenuous one. DemO'
well," though sometimes
cratic speakers of note, of ability and
MAX. FROST
Editor of influence
people sajv I feel half
are to help to elect George
hand
sick." But there is no
cf
PAUL A. F. WALTER.
P. Money of Las Vegas to the 59th
such thine as being half
Manager and Associate Editor. Congress. This will suit the Republi
mnn
ne
wno feels
bick. i
Musicians
Read What Accomplished
PERCY F. KNIGHT,
half sick ib all sick. As a
ccns of the Territory who are to be
Piano.
and'Clark
the
of
Story
Say
rule, the cause of the
Secretary and Treasurer. found ready for the fray. Tiie people
weak, tired, half sick feel
of this, Territory are somewhai more
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protection) of persons and property have any substantial effect in solving
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trust problem. Certain,
seventy he ha3 probably lost all earn garded as a debased monetary system.
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Department never discriminates, or al wholly unaffected by the tariff. Alludes to any man's religion ; and in most all the others that are of any Imployes doing manual labor in any great to by the Administration; and by the
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native or naturalized, Christian or Jew, bers-o- f smaller American competitors'
measure of bur monetary value. This
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use by others, in pursuance of its poll and seventy, and whettier these men act received the support of every ReHave been suffering from Impure Blood power it insists that all foreign govern- which would work Injury to the large
cy to promote the cause of internation are still employed at the highly paid publican in the House, and every Re ior many years, Saving Boils and otnei ments shall accept the passport as corporations would work not mer2ly
good will by all honorable tasks which they did in their prime publican except one in the Senate. Of Eruptions. Having heard of S. S. S. I de- prima facie proof that . the person injury but destruction to its smaller
al peace, and
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fixed so long as the boils. This has been ten
Do tHey object to the part we played in ministration which they venture to as tion is irrevocably
and I Department has been keeping up in The tariff affects trusts only as it af
years
ago,
the past will continue la, the future. fects all other Interests. It makes all
China? Do they not know that the sail only after misrepresenting them party which at the last election cast unvi. ucvci uou b iciuruui LUC UlSaSc.
Mas. J. D. Athkrton.
This Administration has on all proper these interests,
per cent . of
voice of the United States would now there are others which they dare not approximately forty-silarge or small, proftt
write for our occasions given clear expression to the aoie; ana its oenents ci be made
count for nothing In the far east if we overtly or officially attack, and yet the total vote, refuses to put in Its
book on blood and belief of the American people that dis from
had abandoned the Philippines and re which they covertly bring forward as platform any statement that the ques
only under penalty of
crimination and oppression because of takingth1arge
skin diseases. '
them from, the small also."
fused to do what was done in China? reasons for the overthrow or tne par tion is settled. A determination to re
as
cannot
be
accepted
Medical advice religion, wherever, practised, are acts
Do they object to the fact that this ty. In certain great centers and with main silent
There is little" for me to add to this!
or any special in- of injustice before God .and man; and It is but ten
Government secured a peaceful settle- certain great interests our opponents equivalent to a recantation. Until our
years since the last atas
a
to
in
world
the
the
party explicitly adopt
making evident
ment of the troubles in Venezuela two make every effort to show that the set opponents
formation about
was made, by means of lowertempt
we
hold
and
which
American
views
of
convictions
in
upon
the
this
depth
years ago? Do they object to the pres- tlement of the Anthracite Coal Strike
your case will cost
ing the tariff, to prevent some people
regard we have gone to the Very limit from
off Colon when by the individual act of the President, which we haVe acted and are acting, in
ence of the
you
nothing.
prospering too much. The atthe
a
sound
of
matter
of
currency,
the
usage.
diplomatic
the revolution broke out in Panama, and the successful suit against the
was entirely, successful.
Tha
Swift
tempt
The
6a.
Specific
Atlanta,
to
the
is
a
Ceapiay,
evidence
real
It
our
question
of
way
keep
op
striking
Khe only
and when only the presence of this Northern Securities Company
tariff law of that ye"ar was among the
to
is
the
unsettled
from
matter
keep
this
in
that
becoming
ponents'
insincerity
citiAmerican
lives
of
iship saved the
Merger suit undertaken by the De
in power.
with their demand for radical action causes which in that year and for some
zens, and prevented insult to the flag? partment of Justice, were acts because Republican party
time afterwards effectually prevented
of Justice under the by the State Department
the
Department
they couple
Do they object to the fact tha t Ameri- of which the present Administration
As for what our opponents say In
Administration.
from prospering too much',
anybody
present
a
a
our
demand
small
in
for
reduction
can war-ship-s
appeared promptly at should be thrown from power. Yet reference to capital and labor, individand
labor
from prospering at all. Un
So
as
individual
the
of
far
the
rights
military establishment. Yet they must
the port of Beirut when an effort had they dare not openly condemn either ual or corporate, here again all we
it would be possible at the
doubtedly
wage-workand
individual
the
know
to
heed
our
the
that
capi
paid
protests
been made to assassinate an American act. They dare not in any authorita need by way of answer Is to point to
to prevent any of the
time
present
as
are
both
talist
of
our citizens
concerned,
regards against
official, and in the port of Tangier tive or formal manner say that in eith what we have actually done, and to one
trusts from remaining prosperous by
as
and
will
the
our
be
to
another,
public,
regards
exactly
proportionate
been
when an American citizen had
er case wrong was done or error com say that if continued in power we shall
the simple expedient of making such
abducted? and that in each case the mitted in the method of action, or in continue to carry out the policy we as regards organized capital and labor, belief in our ability to make these prosweeping change in , the tariff as to
of
has
the
the
administration
tests
effective
should
need
the
arise.
position
and
execute
was
wrong complained of
righted
the choice of instruments for putting have been pursuing, and to
the industries of the country.
been
so
paralyze
no
excuse
is
clear
that
there
What
Civil
Service
Law
Done.
Has
the
expiated? and that within the last few that action into effect. But they dare the laws as resolutely and fearlessly for
The trusts would cease to prosper; but
no
and
now
Our
have
it,
declared
ground
opponents
misrepresentatlng
executed
America
an
we
of
as
have
squad- not manfully assert in open day, they in the future
days the visit
their smaller competitors would be
ron to Smyrna was followed by the seek to use furtively and through spe them In the past. In my speech of for opposing it unless misrepresented. themselves in favor of the Civil Serv
would
Within the limits defined by the Na- ice law, the repeal of which they de ruined, and the wage-workeconcession of their Just clal agents. It is perhaps natural that acceptance I said :
Ad manded in 1900 and in 1896. If consist starve, while it .would not pay the
National
tional
Constitution
the
rights to those Americans concerned an attack so conducted should be made
Labor and Capital.
ministration has sought to secure to ent, they should have gone one step farmer to haul his produce to market
In educational work In, Turkey,? Do sometimes on the ground that too
of
each
man the full enjoyment of his further and congratulated the country The evils connected with the trusts
the
"We
organization,
recognize
they object to the trade treaty with much, sometimes on the ground that
of
labor
and
the
right to live his life and dispose of his upon the way in which the Civil Serv can be reached only by rational effort,
organization
China, so full of advantage for the Am- too little, has been done. Some of our capital
industrial
our
of
outcomes
as
property and his labor as he deems ice law is now administered, and the step by step, along the lines taken by
natural
Do
erican people in the future?
they opponents complain because under the
so long as he wrongs no one else. way in which the classified service has Congress and the Executive during the
is
kind
of
best,
Each
organization
and Interstate laws suits system.
object to the fact that the ships carry- anti-trua
in
shown in effective fashion that been extended. The exceptions from past . three years. If a tariff law is.
acts
It
has
so
as
it
favored
to
be
long
hiarha
now
flae
national
have
ing the
were undertaken which have been suc
to make good this guar- examinations are fewer by far than passed under which the country prosin
for
the
of
and
of
endeavoring
regard
justice
er standard than ever before in marks- cessful ; others, because suits were not spirit
treats
all men, rich or poor, ever before, and are confined to Indi pers, as the country has prospered un-- '
to
it
be
is
antee,
Each
of
others.
granted
indirights
as
in
and
seamanship,
undertaken which would have been
manship
each
and
their
whatever
of
the
creed, their color, or vidual cases, where the application of der the present tariff law, then all
full
law,
the
protection
vidual units and as component parts successful. The Democratic State Con
bethe rules would be impracticable, un classes will share in the prosperity. If
of squadrons and fleets? If they ob- vention in New York dealt with the in turn is to be held to a strict obe their birthplace, as standing alike
fore
form
of
above
law.
Under
our
is
no
man
the
govfor
dience
to
the
law;
wise,
unjust, or unnecessary. The ad a tariff law is passed aimed at prevent
we
ject to any or all of these things,
Anthracite Coal Strike by demanding
Nain
which
ernment
humblest
the
the
it.
The
below
no
man
of the great body of class- ing: the DrOHDfirltv of soma nf nur nan.
and
ministration
sphere
join issue with them. Our foreign pol- in deliberate and formal fashion that it
as distinguished from the State ified civil service is free from politics, pie, it is as certain as anything can be
tion
safe
his
to
is
have
individual
rights
to
not
been
has
only advantageous
icy
. .
the National Government should take
I
..Ml
Ut
the United States, but hardly less ad- possession of the coal fields ; yet cham guarded as scrupulously as those of the can act is narrowly circumscribed; but and appointments and removals have tuti iuia aim wni uv auuieveuj omy uy
to
down
is
all
could
be
the
within
that sphere
that
been put upon a business basis. Sta cutting
prosperity of 'all of
vantageous to the world as a whole, pions of that convention's clause now strongest organization, for each
"
Peace and good will have followed in condemn the fact that there was any receive justice, no more and no less, done has been done. All. thinking tistics show that there is little differ our people.
the
to
men
aware
are
we
of
have
restrictions
which
upon ence between the tenure of the Feder
Its footsteps. , The Government , has action by the. President at all though The problems with
Of course, our opponents are not sin
shown itself no less anxious, to respect they must know that it was only this deal in our modern industrial and so the power of action of the National al classified employes and that of the cere in their proposal to abolish the
the rights of others than insistent that action by the President which prevent cial life are1 manifold; but the spirit In Government in such matters. Bein; employes of private business corpor- system of a protective tariff, there is
the rights of Americans be respected ed the movement for national owner which It is necessary to approach their ourselves mindful of them, we have ations. Less than one per cent of the no use in arguing the matter at all.
In' return. As for the navy, it has been ship of the coal fields from gaining solution is simply the spirit of honesty, been scrupulously careful on the one classified employes arj over seventy save by pointing out again that if on
hand to be moderate in our promises, years' of age, and in the main the serv- one
and is now the most potent guarantee what might well have been an Irreslst-abl- of courage, and of common sense,
great issue they do not mean what
General and on the other hand to keep these ice rendered is vigorous and efficient. they say, it is hardly safe td trust them
of peace; and it is such chiefly because
of
the
The
action
Attorney
deSuch
impetus.
mutually
in
Our
and
in
letter
Where the merit system was of course on any other Issue.
spirit.
and inter- promises
is la formidable, and ready for use.
But if they are
structive criticisms furnish an ade in enforcing the anti-trumost needed was in the Philippine Is- sincere in this
action opponents have been hampered by
and
the
commerce
state
colaws,
for
measure
of
the
chance
then their adby the Executive.
matter,
4 Encroachments
quate
such
have
consideration.
prom- land?; and a civil service law of very vent to
Tljey
When our opponents' speak of "en- herent action or constructive legisla of the last Congress in enlarging the
mean domestic
would
power
and many of them now promises advanced, type has there been put into
misfortune and misery as wldespread- croachments" by the Executive upon tion if our opponents should be given scope of the interstate commerce law, ised,
;r:
and In creating the Department of action which they could by no possi- - operation and scrupulously observed. and farreaching as that which we saw
the authority of Congress or the Judi- power.
Commerce and Labor, with a Bureau bility take in 'the exercise of constl- Without one exception every appoint- ten years ago. When they speak of
What Are Democratic Policies?
ciary, apparently the act they have in
tional power, and which, if attempted, ment in the Philippines has been In acview is Pension Order No. 78, issued
as "robbery," they of
So much for what our opponents of Corporations, have for the first time
protection
would bring business to a standstill; cordance with the strictest standard of course
GovNational
for
the
a
chance
law.
must
mean that it Is immoral to
tinder the authority of existing
openly or covertly advance in the way opened
and often now use, fitness and without heed to any other
This order directed that hereafter any of an attack on the acts of the Admin- ernment to deal intelligently and ade- they have ofused, invective
enact a tariff designed (as is the presand appeal consideration.
wild
veteran of the Civil War who had istration. When we come to consider quately with "the questions affecting language
ent tariff) to secure to the American
Democratic Insincerity.
r
should be the policies for which, they profess to society, whether for good or for evil, to all baser passions which tend to ex
reached the age of sixty-tw- o
the benefit of the high
one
Americans
set
of
their
cite
against
Finally, we come to certain matter" standard of living which we desire to
presumably entitled to the .pension of stand we are met with the difficulty because of the accumulation of capital
and yet whenever upon which our opponents do in- their
six" dollars a month, given under the always arising when statements of in great corporations, and because of
see kept up in this country. Now to
have had power they have fitting- platform of principles definitely take
they
caused
new
relations
thereby.
the
to
whose
law
those
be
can
so
of the tariff in this sense as
are
made
that they
speak
dependent pension
policy
ly supplemented this extravagance of issue with us, and where, if they are
"robbery,"
capacity to earn their livelihood by interpreted in different ways. On These laws are now being administer- promise
thereby giving it a moral
by absolute nullity in perform- sincere, their triumph would mean dismanual labor has been decreased fifty some of the vital questions that have ed with entire efficiency; and as, in ance.
is not merely rhetorical; it is s
relation,
,
aster to the country. But exactly as on its face false. The
per cent, and that by the time the age confronted the American people in the their working, need is shown for
question of what
Protection Accorded Every American it is impossible to call attention to the tariff is best for our people is primar
of seventy was reached the presump- last decade our opponents take the po- their amendment or addition to them
present promises and past record of ily one of
Citizen Alike.
tion should be that the physical disa- sition that silence is the best possible whether better to secure the proper
to be determinour opponents without seeming offens- ed, not on expediency,
academic grounds,
This government is based upon the
abstract
bility was complete; the age being way to convey their views: They con- publicity, or better to guarantee the
to
compare but in the
treated as an evidential fact in each tend that their lukewarm attitude of rights of shippers, or in any other d- fundamental idea that each man, no ive, so it is impossible
light of experience. It Is a
case. This order was made In the per- partial acquiescence in what others irectionthis need wiy be met. ; It is matter what his occupation, his race, their platform with their other and matter of business; for fundamentally;
create
and
utterances
not
official
formance of a duty imposed upon the have accomplished entitles them to be now 'asserted "that the common law, or his religious belief, is entitled to later
ours is a business manufacturers.
,
President by an act of Congress, which the custodians of the financial honor as developed, affords a complete rem- be treated on his worth as a man, and doubt as to their sincerity. In their merchants, farmers,
pro-unofficial utterances many
fessioaal men, all alike. Our exper
requires the Executive to make regu- and commercial interests which they edy against monopolies." But there is neither favored nor discriminated private or
lations to govern the subordinates of have but' recently sought to ruin. Be- no common, law of the United States. against because of any accident in his of them frankly advance this insincer ience as a people in the past has cer
the Pension Office in determining who ing unable to agree among themselves Its rules can be enforced only by the position. Even here at home there is ity as a merit, taking the position that tainly not shown us that' we could afare entitled to pensions. President as to whether the. gold standard is a State Courts and officers. Np Federal painful difficulty in the effort to realize as regards the points on which I am ford in this matter to follow those
Cleveland had already- exercised this curse or blessing, and as to whether Court or officer could take any action this ideal; and the attempt to secure about to speatt they have no intention
counsellors
who have conpower by a regulation which declared we ought or ought not to have free and whatever tinder them. It was this fact, from other nations acknowledgment of keeping their promises or of depart fined themselves to study in the closshould be set as the unlimited coinage of silver, they have coupled with the inability of the States of it sometimes encounters obstacles ing from the policies now established et; for the actual working of the tarthat seventy-fiv- e
age at which total disability should be apparently thought it expedient to to control trusts and monopolies, that are .well nigh inseparable; for and that therefore they can be trusted iff has emphatically contradicted their
presumed.
conclusively
Similarly avoid any commital on these subjects, which led to the passage of the Fed- there are many" nations which in the not to abuse the power they seek.
theories. From time to time sched, The Tariff Question.
President McKinley established sixty-fiv- e and individually each to follow his par- eral Statutes known as tie Sherman slow procession of the ages have not
ules must undoubtedly be rearranged
act and the interstate com- yet reached that point where the prinWhen we take up the great question and. readjusted to meet the
as the age at which half disability ticular bent. Their nearest approach anti-trushifting '
should be conclusively presumed. The to' a majority judgment seems to be merce act; and it is only through the ciples which Americans regard as ax of the tariff we are at once confronted needs of the country r but this can with :
regulation now in. question, in the ex- that it is now inexpedient - to assert exercise of the powers conferred by iomatic obtain any recognition what by the doubt as to whether our oppon safety be done by those who are com-mittercise of the! same power, supplement- their convictions one Way or the. other, these acts, and by the statutes of the ever. One of ; the chief difficulties ents do or do not mean what they say.
to the cause of the protective
ed these regulations made under Pres and that the establishment of the gold last Congress supplementing them, arises In connection with certain Am- They say that ."protection is robbery," system. To uproot-andestroy that '
idents Cleveland and McKinley. .
standard ';' by the Republican A party that the National Government acquires erican citizens of foreign birth, or of and promise to carry themselves ac- system would be; to insure the prostr-- L
'The men who fought for .union and should not be disturbed unless there any Jurisdiction over the subject. To particular creed, who desire to travel cordingly If they are given power." Yet tion of business,, the closing of factor-for liberty in the years from 1861 to Is an alteration in the relative quan- say that action against trusts and mo abroad. ', Russia, for instance, refuses prominent persons among them assert ies, the impoverishment of the farmer,
be limited to the appl- 1865 not only saved this Nation from
dp not really mean this and the ruin of the capitalist, and the startity of production of silver, and .gold. nopolies .shouldcommon law is equiva- to admit and protect Jews. Turkey re that they
1
serv-if
inestimable
of
an
the
that
on
rendered
but
cation
they come into power they will vation of the
ruin,
Men who hold' sincere convictions
fuses to admit and protect certain
Yet if proice to all mankind." We of the United Vital questions can respect equally sin lent to saying that the National Gov- sects of Christians. This government adopt our, policy as regards the tariff; tection la indeed "robbery," and if out
States owe the fact that today we have cera- men with whose views they rad- ernment should take no action ' what- has consistently demanded equal pro- while others 'seem anxious to prove onnnnpnts reallv, lieHdvo what fhov
.
a country ,to what they did; and the ically differ, and men may confess a ever to regulate them.
tection abroad for all American citi- - that It is safe to give them partial say, then it is precisely to the'destruo-- ,'
of
Nation has decreed by law that no one change of faith without compromising
the
gens whether native ' nr naturalized. power, because the power would be tion and uprooting of the tariff, and!,
multiplication
Undoubtedly,
of them, if disabled from earning his their honor or their
But trusts and .their increase in power has On March 27, 1899, Secretary Hay sent ! only partial, and'therefore they would therefore of our1 business industry,; '
own living, shall lack the pension to It is difficult to respect ah: attitude of been, largely due to the failure of off- a letter or instructions to an tne aip not be able to do mischief. The last is that
they are pledged. When 6ur op"
which he
entitled, not only as a mat- mind such as has been falriy' described icials charged with the duty of enforc-in- g lomatic and consular officers of the certainly a curious plea to advance on ponents last obtained power It was on
ter of gratitude, but as a matter of Jus- above; and where there. i no respect
the law to take the necessary pro- United States, In which he said: "Thi3 behalf of a party seeking to obtain a platform declaring a protective tariff
tice. It is the policy of the Republican there can be ho trusts it policy jwitb cedure." Such stricture upon the fail Department does not discriminate be- control of the Government.
.
"unconstitutional;", and the effort to
party, steadily continued through many so slender a basis :of principle , would ure of the.offlcials of the National Gov- tween native-borAt the outset it-i- s
and naturalized cit- worth while to put this declaration into practice was
years, to treat the veterans of the civil not stand the strain of a single year of ernment to do their duty in this matter izens in according ,them protection say a word as to the attempt to identify one of the causes of the general na- - ;
,
war in a spirit of broad liberality. The business adversity.
is certainly not wholly undeserved as while they are abroad, equality of the question of tariff revision or tariff tional prostration lasting from 1893 to"
'
order in question carried out thiS;"pol-Icy- ,
Republican Gold Standard Policy.
preceding treatment being required by the laws reduction with a solution of the . trust 1897. If a protective tariff is either
far as the Administration
and is justified not merely on leWe, on the contrary, believe In the President MoKinley's is concerned ; 0f the United States." These orders question. This is always a design or "unconstitutional" or robbery," theatj
gal grounds, but also on grounds of gold . standard as fixed by v the . usage but it has np. application at all to Re- - to our agents abroad have been repeat-publica- desire to avoid any real effort to deal it Is Just as uncQpstftiJtlpnal, Just Mr;;
public morality. It is a matter of com- and verdict of the business world, and
administration. It IS also ed again and again, and are treated as adequately with the trust question. much a robbery, to revise it down, still
mon knowledge that When the average in a sound monetary system as mat- undoubtedly true that what is most" the fundamental rule of conduct laid In
speaking on this point at Minneap- leaving it protective, as It would be to
man who depends for, his wages upon ters of principle; as matters ,hot of needed Is "officials having both the dis- - down for them, proceeding upon the olis, on April 4, 1903, 1 said:
enact it. In other words' our oppon-,
,
bodily labor has. reached the age of momentary political expediency, but of position and the- courage to enforce theory "that all naturalized citizens of v "The question of tariff revision, ents have committed themselves to the.
sixty-tw- o
his earning ability is in all permanent organic policy. ln IMS and existing iaw." This is precisely the the United: States while in , foreign speaking broadly; stands wholly apart destruction! of the protective principle
men, witaout need that has been met by the consist- - countries, are entitled to and shall re-e- from the question of dealing with the in the tariff, using words which if hot 7
probability , less by half than It was again in 1900
- Continued
when he was la his prime; and that by regard to their party fealty In the past.
and steadily continued action of celve from .this Government the same trusts. Nochange in tariff duties can
eitPage 8lx,
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SUIT YOU'RE

SPECIAL SUMMER CLEARING SALE

Every Article A GREAT BARGAIN
We must sell our stock of SUMMER GOODS in order to make rdonr
for our NEW FALL AND W NTER STOCK' hence
,

LOOIG

FOR!

We're positive IT'S HERB' We've Suits you can put right on, wear away,
and be proud of your appearance. Our Suits look right and are right In every
way. Handsome in fabric, stylish in cut, faultless in tit, and withal at a reasonable price. It isn't every store that can match up to these requirements not
"by a long shot." If you by your Fall Suit here, you'll get something.
We

L

Trousers cut correctly.

DONT XIISS THIS CHANCE
e
and
Every article is Stylish.
Call and ask to see them

v

Single
styles
r arrow collars and lapels well formed shoulders and handsomely tailored.
$17.50 or $23.50 Suits for the man with a conservative taste or $25. to $43. for Suit elegance.

: PERSONAL MEIITIOII ,
JEWELRY

WATCHES, CLOCKS,
SILVERWARE, ETC.

tang rujfceit--

Of BBSMIW IV
Fob Chains,
Wgtt Neck Chains,
Filigree Souvenir Spoons,
Filigree Brooch Pins.
Filigree Bracelets,
Filigree Card
AUL KINDS

patfc

Side Plaza - Santa F

ST. PHQEIS COLLEGE

,

Santa Fe. New Mexico,

x

r
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THE 46TH YEAR BEGINS SEP. I, 1904.
TEACHERS' CERTIFIThe College is empowered by law to Issue FIRST-CLAS- S
v
CATES to its Graduates, which Certificates are to be honored by School Directors
in the Territory of New Mexico.

BROTHER BOTULPH,

Henry Viles is in town for a few
days froni the Pecos Forest Reserve,
visiting friends.
Jo. E. Sheridan of Silver City, U. S
Coal Mine Inspector, was in the city
today on official business.
A. C. Teichman, a commercial man
traveling out of St. Louis, interviewed
Santa Fe merchants today.
Karl B. Palet, of Cleveland, will arrive the 18th of the present month for
an extended stay at Sunmount.
Mrs. J. M. Diaz left this morning for
a visit with relatives in Chicago. She
expects to be gone several weeks.
L. R. Allen, business manager of the
Las Vegas Optic spent yesterday in
the city and returned home last night.
Associate Justice Edward A, Mann
came in from Almagordo yesterday to
attend the sessions of the Territorial
Supreme Court.
The Misses L. and A. Cass, who have
been spending the last three weks at
the Sanitarium, left last night for their
home in New Orleans.
W. D. Hollester, of Albuquerque,
connected with the Continental Oil
Company at that point, spent the day
in the city on business.
Associate Justice B. S. Baker, of Albuquerque, is registered at the Palace.
He is in the city in attendance upon
the Territorial Supreme Court.
Mrs. J. Hersch, of this city, accompanied by her daughter and
spent the past week in St. Louis, on
their visit to the World's Fair.
Miss Marie Stapp, of Des Moines,
Iowa, will arrive in the city tomorrow
to visit her sister, Mrs. W. O. Finkbine,
who is staying at the Sanitarium.
District Attorney E. C. Abbott was
among the Santa Feans in Albuquerque
today as a delegate from this county
to the Republican Territorial Convention.
Dr. f Locke, of Taos, has been in
the cit since the first of last week
being a member of the U. S. Grand
jury for this district now here in session.
DonacianoMadril and Jose y Madril,
who have been here during the past
week on court business, returned to
their ranch home at Santa Cruz yes-

President.
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Dealers.
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Colonel Venceslao Jaramillo, of El
Rito, was a passenger for the south
last evening en route to Albuquerque
as a delegate from the county of Rio
Arriba.
Frederick Mervine,- of Kansas City,
Missouri, who spends his annual vaca- tion in the Capital City, is expected to
arrive some time this week for a short
visit with friends.
Solicitor General E. L. Bartlett left
last evening for Albuquerque where he
attended the Republican Convention
from
today in the capacity of Delegate
' :Santa Fe County.
Celestino Ortiz and family, who have
been spending the past year in Oak
land, California, have returned to San
ta Fe and will again occupy their home
on Cerrillos Road.
-

'

Covers Most Surface,
Wears Longest

and is filade Solely to Resist
the Peculiar Atmospheric
Action of this Dry Climate.
3?off

Sole fey TUB

XI. A. McKENZIE Hardware Stone.- -

'-

--

ladies are making preparations for her
entertainment while in the city.
Algie Slaughter, son of W. J. Slaughter, janitor at the New Mexico building at the World's Fair, left Santa Fe
Saturday via the Santa Fe Central for
St. Louis, for a visit to the fair and to
his father.
Mrs.
L.
Waldo,
Henry
Judge
Waldo and Miss Waldo will arrive in the city this evening
and
from ; Kansas City, Missouri,
w,ill be in Santa Fe for some weeks.
They have engaged apartments at the
Palace Hotel.
Mrs. W. T. Thornton, of Gualada-jara- ,
Mexico, and Mrs. J. P. Victory, of
this city, left yesterday via the Santa
Fe Central - for Sedalia, .Missouri,
where, they will visit for the coming
,
two or three weeks.
Dr. T. P. Martin, of Taos, arrived in
the city yesterday on the special train
from Alamosa and left last evening for
Albuquerque to be with the Taos County Delegation at the Republican Territorial Convention,
Traveling Auditor Charles V, Saf- ford is in Albuquerque representing
the county of San Juan at the 'cpnven-tion- ,
he holding the proxies of J. E.
Elmer and Granville Pendleton as delegates from that county.
Everardo Armijo, a former resident
of the Capital City, but who for the
past few months has been working in
the office of "La Luz,"' a weekly paper
published at Espanola, was a visitor in
the city yesterday. He returned home

last night.
Chief Justice W. J. Mills arrived
from La3 Vegas last evening and presided at the session of the Territorial
Supreme Court today. The Judge

came from Clayton, Union County,
where district court was in session the
.
past week.
Georgio Herrera, of Santa Cruz,
who has served as a member of the
U. S.

petit jury at the present term

of court went home yesterday. Mr.
Herrero is 'quite influential in his precinct, being somewhat of a politician
and a good talker.
Associate Justice Frank W. Parker,
of the Territorial Supreme Court,
reached the city yesterday from Sil
ver City. where he has been holding
court for Grant County, and is at the
sanitarium. He attended, the session
of the SuHreme Court today.
The Misses Myrtle and Vena Ear- hart arrived last evening from BJoomington, Illinois, and went immediately
to Sunmount where they will remain
as quests of their sisters," the Misses
Pearl and Katherine Earhart. who' are
residents of the Tent City, for a few
weeks.
,.
The Hon. W. J. Bryan and son
passed up the Santa Fe road this
forenoon to Las egaa where they
will be the guests of.- -: Mr. and Mrs.
George P. Money until tomorrow; Mr.
Bryan will this evening .deliver a
speech at the Democratic ratification
meeting in the Meadow City.
' General Manager W. S. Hopewell, of
the New Mexico Fuel & Iron Company,
and Chairman J. H. Crist, of the Democratic Territorial Central Committee,,
left this morning for Las Vegas to be
present at the Democratic ratification
meeting at which the Honorable W. J.
Bryan will speak this evening. .:
Mrs. D. E. Bean, of Chicago, Miss
M. E. Tophan, of Kane, Pennsylvania,
have written to the management of
Sunmount in order to engage quarters
there. They expect o reach Santa Fe
during "this month and to remain for
an indefinite period. They come for
-

Auditor W. G. Sargent went to Albuquerque Saturday night and today participated In the doings of the Republi
can Convention, he being a delegate
from the county of Rio Arriba."
I
:.
"
Sheriff Alexander Read. of Rio
Arriba County went south Saturday evening and was at Albuquerque today health reasons. .
as delegate from Rio Arriba County to C...W, Hawkes, wife and little daugh
the Republican Territorial Convention. ter, who have been in the Capital City
Mrs. W. J. Bryan, wife of the Hon. the past few weeks visiting Major
W. J. Bryan, will arrive in
Vogdes and family, left this morning
City. this evening and will be the guest for their home in Springfield, Illinois.
of Judge N. B. Laughlin and wife for Mr. Hawkes is manager of the Springa couple of days. Mrs. Laughlin went field Boiler Works in that city, They
to Lamy this morning to meet Mrs. had a very enjoyable time while here
Bryan and bring her to Santa Fe: The and were greatly benefited by Santa
the-Capi- tal

ate

THE LOWEST PRICED HOUSE IN THE CITY FOR FINE GOODS!
TELEPHONE 36

WHOLESALE and RETAIL DRY GOODS.

j

Up-to-D-

BROS.

SELIGFJAHI

new

See the Samples Displayed in our Winrlr

DIAMONDS

Well-Mad-

'

Out of the Ordinary Rt
or Double Breasted
Brown Mixtures in

are showing the

OPPORTUNITY IN OUR BUSINESS CAREER TO PLEASE ALL

Fe's

health-givinclimate during their
'
7
sojourn.
Hon. T. B, Catron returned yesterday from a business trip west, which
he extended as far as San Francisco,
California. Last evening he went to
Albuquerque to be present at the meeting of the Republican Territorial Central Committee there this forenoon, of
which he is a member.
Major Pedro Sanchez arrived from
TaoSy4Saturday evening and left last
night for Albuquerque where today he
was present at the Republican Convention as a delegate from his county. , Major Sanchez is a veteran in
politics and has attended Republican
conventions for forty years or more, t
Among the New. Mexicans who registered at the New Mexico Building at
the World's Fair last Friday were Miss
Alice, Hyson, ofl Kanchos de Taos;
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Henning, of Albu
querque, and the following from Santa
Rosa: Leopoldo Sanchez, ' Ascencion
Gallegos, Benigno Padiilla and J. C
Thomas and wife.
F. W. Ranger and family, of Sand'
wich, Illinois, are desirous of "locating
at Sunmount .in order, that one of the
members of his family may have the
benefit of tent life, . Mr., Ranger will
also engage in business in the Capital
City, providing he can go into some
line of business that requires only a
.
limited amount of capital.
who
has
repreMartinez,
Malaquias
sented the county of Taos in the House
of Representatives and in the council
Of the Legislative Assembly
during
the past eight , years, arrived from
Taos Saturday evening and was a passenger for Albuquerque that night,
Today he was at the Republican Convention as a member of the Taos
County delegation.

t
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VISITORS HAD

g

Q00D TIME
Large Crowd from Antonito Spent
day in the Capital City.

Sun-

The excursion from Antonito yesterday was well patronized, about three
hundred persons taking advantage of
the low rate to visit the Capital City.
The train arrived about one o'clock in

the afternoon.

v

Some of the visitors attended the
ball game, while others took in the
sights about the city. The Plaza was
also a favored stiot and all the seats
were occupied most of the afternoon.
The excursionists spent six hours
here, leaving on the return trip at seven o'clock.
All' enjoyed themselves
and it is probable that a return excursion will be run to Antonito some time
-

:

v

soon,

OFIFCIAL MATTERS

Homestead Entries.
The following homestead entries
have been filed in the United States
.
land office:
8067. Jose Sanchez Cedlllo, Puerto
NE
de Luna, N
Section 22, S
SE
Section 25, T 7 N, R 20 E,
160 acres' in Leonard Wood County.
8068. Thomas
W. Hanna. Lamy,
Lots 9 and 10, B 2 SE
Section 5,
T 12 N, R 12 E, 160 acres in Santa Fe
Countjf,
8069. Trinidada Romero. Ortiz, ColSection 8, SE 14
orado, NE 4 NE
SE
Section 5, W 2 NW 1A Section
9, T 30 N, R 7 E, 160 acres in Rio Arriba County.
8071. Sabino Olire, Ortiz, Colorado,
W
Section 9, E
NE
NE 4
Section 9, T 30 N, R 7 E, 160 acres in
PROCLAMATION..
Office of the Board of County Commis Rio Rrriba County.
8072.
Gallegos Ortiz, Ortiz, Colorasioners, Santa Fe N. M., September
SWU-4- ,
SW 4 SecSE
do, N
9th, 1904.
30
7
.160
T
tion
R
5,
acres in Rio
E.
N,
voters
of
of
An election
the qualified
the County of Santa Fe, Territory of Arriba County.
New Mexico, is hereby called to be
held at the several voting precincts of
While in the city attending court,
the said County of Santa Fe, as e3 make your headquarters at the Bon
tablished by the said Board, on Tues Ton.
day, November 8th, 1904, for the pur
ANNUAL CONVENTION.pose of voting for the following offi'
cials, towit:
GRANDLODGE KNIGHTS OF PYTH- One delegate to the 59th Congress.
I IAS OF NEW MEXICO.
'
One member of the Council of the
36th Legislative .ssembly.
Las Vegas, Sept. 21st, 1904.
Two members ef the House of Representatives of the 36th Legislative
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
Assembly.
sell tickets to Las Vegas and return
One County Commissioner, 1st Dis- from, all points in New Mexico, Trinidad
trict, for term of two years..
and El Paso at one and one-fiftOne County Commissioner, 3d Dis fare for the round trip, from Santa Fe,
trict, for the term of four years.
UJ05.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
One Sheriff.
'
Santa Fe, N. M.
One Probate Judge.
ReOne Probate Clerk and
LAS ANIMAS COUNTY FAIR AND
corder.
ELK RACING MEET.
ColOne Treasurer and
Trinidad, Colo., Sept. ,13th to 15th.
,
lector.
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
One Assessor.
sell tickets to Trinidad and return at:
One Superintendent of Schools.
one fare for the round trip from
,
One Surveyor.
and Santa Fe and intermediPolls in the various precincts shall, ate
Dates of sale Sept. 12th
points.
be open from 9 o'clock a. m. until 6 and 13th,
for return Sept 16th.
good
'
'
o'clock p. m.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent;
Said election to be held in conformSanta Fe, N. M.
now
ity to the laws of New Mexico,
,
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Albu-puerq-

.

established.
Witness the seal of the Board of

County Commissioners of the County
of Santa Fe, and the Territory of New
Mexico, and the hand of its chairman
and clerk, this 9th day of September,

NOTICE ! LADIES

!

--

A. D. 1904.

'
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
'

Chairman pro tern. Board of
sioners.

Attest:

,
--

Commis-

"...

CELSO LOPEZ, Clerk.

iuui
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dally sleeper from El Paso to St Louis
via Kansas City during the World's
Fair period. Connection for this train
leaves Santa Fe at 9:55 a. m. and one
section has been assigned to the Santa
Fe office tor the accommodation of pas
.
sengers from this city.v -

'

For fall and winter Head
gear in ready to wear . and
other frfnrfrl aa now show-

ing a goc3 Issertaent. , Am
on hand to tokzycttt ordxrs
and cccetel cuae before
Vorli's
yo leave for

Fair. Call acd inspect as
well.

rTJSSA.tIUGLER,

j

8ontheaat Corner Pliuca

I'

Santo Fe New Mexican, Monday, September 12, 1904.
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round trip tickets from Santa Fe for
return limit Sept. 24th. For
further information, ; apply to B.'W.
Robbins, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
Sound ideas should be installed into
the minds of children. A very import
ant one is the advantage of saving
money. Open an account through the
mail for your son or daughter, with
the Plaza Trust and Savings Bank of
Las Vegas, N. M. , Four per cent inter
'
est per annum.
Manager Townsend has arranged for
an excursion to be run to this city from
Tjfl.ft Vocraa navr, tttinrin v whan t.lna Mao .
$8.00, final

:mi;ior city topics
--

Showing our $17.50 to $25 fall suits
la like playing trumpB all the time.
Salmon & Abouselman, wholesale and
retail dry goods.
Romero. Lusk, of San Pedro, Is in the
city, and will spend a few days with
his brother Alonzo Lusk, of Conejos,
Colorado. This is the first time the
brothers have met for sixteen years
and the meeting was a happy one.

--

'

miss the opportunity to take advantage of the summer sale that is now
on at Seligman Brothers. All summer
goods will be sold at less than cost to
make room, for the fall and winter

B. W. Robbins, Traveling Freight and
Passenger Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
The annual picnic of the Guild of the
Church of the Holy Faith will be held

Do you want to buy

Wednesday morning and the convey
ances will leave promptly at 8 o'clock
from the rooms of Miss Simmons.
Tesuque Canon has been selected fori
the picnic.
d. M. Jackson, contracting agent
for Gentry Brothers Famous Shows Unit
ed, was in the city today making ar
rangements to have tbe show exhibit
here on Thursday, October Gth. This is
the show's third season on the road and
it is undoubtedly tbe best attraction of
its kind in the country.
The letter of acceptance of the Re
publican presidential nomination by
President Roosevelt appears in full in
today's issue of this paper. Considering
tbe fact that printers are scarce in San
ta Fe and that there were no extra men
used, the printing of this letter in full
is quite an achievement in general en- terprise.
The Tuesday fortnightly will meet
with Mrs. James L. Seligman tomor
row afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
There will be a regular meeting of
Santa Fe Lodge No. 259, Fraternal Un
ion of America, at K. of P. Hall, to
night.
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, Royal Arch
Masons, will meet this evening at Ma
sonic Hall at 8 o'clock in regular
convocation.
monthly
Sojourning
companions are courteously invited to

with the Santa Fe Central team of this
city. It Is expected that at least 600
excursionists will spend the day here
and arrangements are being made to
show them a good time,
stock.
Lou A. Bland, a traveling salesman
The Antonito baseball club registered out of Kansas
City, witnessed the ball
at the Palace Hotel yesterday.
game yesterday afternoon between the
is
It expected that tbe U. S. grand Santa Fe Central team and the Antonlto
jury will finish its work about tbe mid- Club. Mr. B and save that the Santa
dle of this week.
Fe boys put up a good game of ball and
During the past few days many new he believes that they could beat the Kan
arrivals' have registered at the hotels sas
City Blues.
and buslnessjn this line is picking up.
Inside
of one of our $17.50 to $25 fall
Greai. interest in' the proceedings of
be filled with satisfaction,
suits
you'll
today's Republican Territorial Conven- in
to your appearance. Salmon
regard
inIn
is
and
this
felt
tion
many
city
& Abousleman, wholesale and retail
quiries concerning tbe situation were dry goods.
made at the New Mexican office.
It Is reported that decisions in a large
Otto Retscb, who has the contract to
number of cases were under consldera
remove the adobe buildings on the Fort
tion by the justices of the Supreme
Marcy Reservation
reports that the Court
today and several of them will be attend.
work is progressing satisfactorily and
announced tomorrow. It is said that
that he exDects to have it completed by
"Beramong them1 will be the
October 1.
nalillo County .Cases," namely the cases
The regular monthly devotional aod
involving the assessorship and offices of
business meeting of the Woman's Home two of the
county commissioners of that Short Session and No Business of Im
Missionary Society of the Methodist coutity.
portance Transacted Adjourned
Episcopal church will be held at the
r
Until Tomorrow Morning.
Colorado
For
and
New
the
Mexico
home, of Mrs. V. Frazier tomorrow af ter- at
29th
Colo.,
Seut
Fair, Durango,
28th,
noon at
The Territorial Supreme Court met
and 30th, the Denver & Rio Grande
For the San Luis Valley Fair at vill sell round trip tickets from Santa in adjourned session this morning in
Monte Vista, Colo., Sept. 21st, 22d and Fe for $13.15, final return limit Oct. the supreme court chambers at the cap
23d, the Denver & Rio Grande will sell 3d. For further information apply to ital. There were present: Chief Jus
tice w. J. Mills, of Las Vegas; Asso
ciate Justice John R. McFie, of Santa
Fe; Associate Justice Frank W. Park
er, of Las Cruces; Associate Justice
San Francisco St.
a6.
Telephone
B. S. Baker, of Albuaueraue: Associate
Justice W. H. Pope, of Roswell; Associate Justice Edward A. Mann, of Albuquerque; U. S. Marshal C. M. For- raker, by W. R. Forbes, Deputy; Clerk
J. D. Sena, of SantaFe. ' The following
business was transacted: ,
Pablo Padilla was appointed crier.
Case No. 1035, Raymond R. Ripley et
Headquarters For
al., Appelles vs. The Cochiti Gold Mining Company, defendant, and H. B.
CM
Cartwright and Brothers Intervenors
and Appellants. Dismissed by appel
"
-

TOILET SETS?
We nave 20 patterns to
select from. Price's
ranging from $3.75 to
$9.50. Look at them.

"

;

;

Refrigerators,

Ice Cream Freezers
at Your Own .

Prices

m

To Close Out.

r

Attractive Offerings in Furniture! New Goods. New. Prices.
' Cash
of Installments.

SUPREME COURT

'

,.

,

Gang and Ammunition

liest Hade.

v

r

a

ITT

I CD

DfllVlT

tmiTIT

y

lant.

Try a Jar of

BISHOP'S GRPE FRUITflTE OB DBRHGEHTE
POULTRY EVERY WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY
'
VEGETABLES DAILY

'

ROSE BUT PBR
PBIM
The purest and best Butter made, from the Cleanest

Creamery in the world.
packages . . .

Sealed in

CRYSTAL PATENT

m

odor-pro-

of

PRIMBOSE l

BOSS PATEJIT and
BOSS PATENT :
CRYSTAL PATENT

air-tig- ht,

FI0t$ft?
$1.60

t

:

$.55

for
for

50 lb. Sack
50 lb. Sack

NEW MEAT MARKET

Located on San Francisco Street Next Door, to Coronado Cafe.

Corned Beef. Pickled Pork, Pigs Feet, Pickled
Tripe, and Fresh Sausage have just arrived

at this establishment.

Yokw Respectfully,

DOERNENBURG, Telephone 132

On motion of N. B. Feld a new peti
tion was allowed to be filed in the case
of the Territory ex rel vs. Caledonia
Coal Company vs. Hon. B. S. Baker,
Associate Justice, for a writ of man
damus.
Court adjourned
until tomorrow
morning at ten o'clock.

R0MAIN WAS
x
NOT THERE
Could Not Have Participated In Crip
ple Creek Outrgaes as He was
In La Junta.

La Junta, Colo., Sept. 12. Robert
Romain, who claims to have aided in
the blowing up of the Vindicator mine
and, the depot at Independence on
June sixth last, was in La Junta at the
time the explosion occurred and remained here for three days afterward.
Reliable witnesses are ready to swear
to this fact. His wife was with him
and stated to the neighbors at the time
of the Independence disaster that she
was glad Romain wa3 not in Cripple
Creek, as he was a strikebreaker and
might have been killed.
'

;
'.
LATER.
Topeka, Kans., Sept. 12. Robert Ro
maine declares that the story from La
Junta that he was in that city at the
time of the dynamite explosion at the
Independence depot js false, and says

he was not at La Junta after June

THE OLD CURIO STORE

Y

J. 8. CANDSXARIO and did not return there until June
301

2d
9

San Francisco St

Wholesale and Retail Dealer In

Indian and FJexican Curios
Our stock Is the largest in the city and we are
adding goods every day.
We Guarantee satisfaction or refund your money.
After you have visited other uteres and odtalned
'
prices, call on us ond gefbur

rzmmmm

Talk about building sidewalks and
opening streets, just try opening those
fine oysters at the Bon Ton.
OUR Facilities are complete for the
prompt production of Book, Pampfr

let,
Catalogues, and General Print
Ing and Binding. We do nly the Best
grades of work and solicit the busi
ness of firms and individuals desiring

something above tbe ordinary" at
Mmply a consistent rate for the char
acter of work w turn out
your business ever before- - the
public by advertising in your home
paper. A good Advertiser aiways has

Kep

.

success in any honest enterprise.

.at .the .Indian

Superintendent of the Jacarilla In
dian Agency H. H. Johnson, who was
summoned here- to testify before the
United States Grand Jury in a case in
which it is alleged that liquor was sold
illegally, was a passenger last Friday
over the Denver & Rio Grande Rail
Mr. Johnson is
road for his home.
very enthusiastic over the prospects of
the coming term of the Indian School
at Dulce. From present indications
the attendance, this semester, which
begins the middle- - t)f the present
month, will be at least 140, "The
school is undergoing many improvements," said Superintendent Johnson,
"and within a short time we will be
equipped with a new office, a new hos
pital 'and other buildings that have
been needed for some time. One of
largest barns in the vicinity of Dulce
is now in course of. construction at the
school. Within a comparatively short
time the water system will be extend
ed one mile to the agency. A large
reservoir has been completed and
ditches to irrigate 7,000 acres of land
have been dug. The reservoir will be
filled by flood waters and from present indications, the rains being fre
quent, there will be little or no difficul
ty in accomplishing this end.
"The crop conditions of Dulce and
vicinity are fair this year, althougn
not the best. The rains came late. Al
falfa, however, has responded to the
recent showers and the lafe crop will
be satisfactory."
Mr. Johnson visits Santa Fe three or
four .times a year. He "said that Judging from the appearance of the Plaza
and trees about the city, the Capital
City had not suffered to any great ex
tent from the long continued drouth.
Mr. Johnson always has a good word
for Santa Fe and particularly for the
climate of the city. He has traveled
extensively and says that the conditions here cannot be excelled anywhere, unless, perhaps, at Dulce.
Nine years in the , Indian service
have made Mr. Johnson a reliable,
painstaking official. He came to New
Mexico from Oklahoma where he
spent his youth. He says that Dulce
is enjoying prosperous times.

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
San Miguel Street, Near tbe Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.

-

The last batch of Scratch Pads ad
vertised for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company went like hot cakes.
W did not expec su.?h u run. We
have turae' .; from our up4o-datbinderv a laraer Quantity than ever
and can supply you for a limited time
a 10 cents per pound. The best paper
Is used In making them.
They are
just the thing - offices, stores, and
especially for use in the' schools. Coma
-- uick as
they will not last long.
o--

niT FLOWERS

A

SPECIALTY

X3bbZ!

DECORATIONS

WEDDING BOUQUETS

FLORAL DESIGNS
P. O. Box 457

Telephone No. ia

MS
NEXTWEEE
DUCK

Prizes for high scores before October

t,

:

E Si' ANDREWS
San Francisco and Shelby Streets.
New Mexican office.
Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The
But'sbe sbouiuvo- Is thlYour Wife? If she has one oty you
owe your wub.
the

u
troublesome, cumbersome,
Cook Stoves the kind that gets red hot
all over you an eud all her kitchen
troubles by buying her a "Quick Meal' f
.
Range.
The "Quick Meali! Stool Range is so
al'
that
Asbestos
fined
with
thickly
the heat is kept inside the Range to
bake and cook the meals, instead of
it saves
cooking the Cook. In that waysweeteno
fuel and it also saves and
cast-iro-

"

e

,

l

SI

.1

,(5Sek' Meal" Ranges are dailjr
look
growing in popularity. They
well, they cook well, they bake well,
there are
they last well. That is why
so many in useevery one recommends
another. , , .

We have Jtfst received

Thick and juicy steaks at Bon Ton.

a car

load of

Ncw Funiittttcf

'

,

Fresh Fruits in Season!

Fresb Flowers all the Timet

School at Dulce Interview with
Superintendent Johnson.

The book bindery of the New Mext
can Printing Company has been so
6. BOX 340
Justice of the peace blanks. In Sn much enlarged and improved of late
gllsh and in Spanish, for sale in large that it is the best south ot Pueblo to
The bett place to buy Indian and Mexican Blankets, Potterg and Curios, also or small quantities by the New Mexi- the Mexico line and between Dallas.
Relic from the Cliff Dwelling. Beautiful Mexican Draw Wort, Box 848. can Printing Company.
Texas, and Los Angeles, OJIfornla,

K
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JICARILLA APACHES

And will be pleased to show yon through our establiahment.1
V
Oooda aoMoa easy payments
:
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gantly, and that whereas there was "a nor power to bind our successors when and the Apache were still the terror
surplus f $80,000,000 In 1900" there is it Is impossible to foretell the condi of our settles. It would be a criminal
"a deficit of more' than $40,000,000" in tion which may confront them; while absurdity; and yet our opponents
ACCEPTANCE
if there is any principle involved in the have pledged themselves thereto, If
the year that has just closed.
This deficit is imaginary, and Is ob- matter, it is just as wrong to deny in successful in the coming election they
Continued from Page Three.
tained by including in the ordinary dependence for a few years as to deny would either have to break faith, or
cultural districts. The center of the current expenses the sum of fifty mil- it for an indefinite period. But in lat- else to do an act which would leave
utterances by an indelible sin upon our national repestly used forbid them from permitting
manufacturing industry in 1900 was lions, which was paid for the right of er and equally official
utation for courage, and for good sense.
near the middle of Ohio, and it is mov- the Manama canal out of the accumu- our" opponents the term
this principle to obtain in even the
for independ During the last five years more has
smallest degree.
ing westward at the rate of about thir- lated surplus in the Treasury. Compar- ment was substituted
so chosen been done for the material and moral
ty miles in every decade; and this ing the current or ordinary expendi- ence; the words used being
Our opponents assert that they beconstruction
natural
in
their
that
of the Filipinos than ever
was
a
they
two
there
movement
is
years,
invariably accompanied tures ffor the
lieve in reciprocity. Their action on
described precisely the policy now be before since the Islands first came
for
millions
of
in
of
a
the
eighty
increase
value
marked
nearly
by
surplus
the most important reciprocity treaty
farm lands. Local causes, notably the the year 1900, and of only a little more ing carried on. The language of the within the ken of civilized man. We
recently negotiated that with Cuba
of have opened before ihem a vista of ora
competition between new farm lands than eight millions for the year that platform indicated radical change
does not bear out this assertion. More
indicated derly, development In their own interutterances
later
the
diminution
But
policy;
this
closed.
tend
has
and
old
here
farm
and
lands,
just
over, there can be no reciprocity unthere to obscure what is happening; of the annual surplus was brought a continuance of the present policy. est, and not a policy of exploitation.
less there is a substantial tariff; free
their own Every effort is being made to fit the isbut it is as certain as the operation of about designedly by the abolition of But this caused trouble-itrade and reciprocity are not compata
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some future time was history their personal rights, and civil'
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taxes
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rangements to be
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intimate through further advance of amount estimated at one hundred and promised in its place. They have oc liberties have been guaranteed. They
of benefit to both the contracting par
industrial science. The American man five millions a year. In other words, cupied three entirely" different posi are being educated; they have been
ties. The Republican party ' stands
never could have placed this the reduction of taxation has been con- tions within fifty days. Which is the given schools; they have been given liufacturer
pledged to every wise and consistent
Nation at the head of the manufactur siderably greater than the reduction in promise they really intend to keep? braries; roads are being built for their
method of increasing the foreign comhealth is being cared for;
ing nations of the world if he had not the annual surplus. Since the close of They do not know their own minds; use; their
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how
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no
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no
one
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they
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had behind him, securing him every the
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kept its pledge is proven by the fact
an- would keep of the same mind, should they receive Justice as absolute as it
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that while the
less resources of the American farm, nual expenditure. As compared with they by any chance come to a working is in our power to guarantee. Their
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naall
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of intelligent and educated
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example,
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tions of the world, the United States
farmers. On the other hand, the debt closed showed a relatively small in- people it would not so greatly matter; act of Congress jealously safeguarded
has in addition secured more than an
of the farmers to the manufacturers crease in expenditure (excluding' the for the American people can take care under the American flag; and if
eighth of the export trade of the world,
But the Filipinos are the protection of the flag were
is equally heavy, and the future of Am canal payment already referred to). of themselves,
in
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two industries have become, under the Increased Expenditures for the Benefit They have been taught to trust the under the same form of vicious tyr-annearly ten billions, of dollars' worth of
We have given them more
word of this Government because this
economic policy of our Government, so
of the People.
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previous
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expenditures
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not
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promised
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been managed In a spirit of economy
hope
dependent, that neither
four years, when many of our people
mark as far removed from waste as from independence they will expect inde crease it still further by providing
maintain itself at the high-wate- r
were consuming nothing but necessar
of progress without the other. What- niggardliness; and in the future every pendence; not in the remote future, them with an elected legislative as- ies, and some of them a scanty supply
sembly;! and surely we had better
even of these.
of civilization. The six million farmc ever makes to the advantage of one 13 effort will be continued to secure an for their descendants, but immediate
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Two years ago, in speaking at Lo-- - of the United States, operated by men equally
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class,
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gan sport, Indiana, I said:
Here and there have promised what they cannot or will regard it as broken, and will not Asia before we make promises which
minded, and industrious, form the ba the
as a nation we might be forced to
The one consideration which must sis
of all the other achievements of there may be an unequal sharing as should not perform. The prime reason again trust to American faith; and it
- never be omitted in a tariff change is
de- break, or which they might interpret
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a
indeed
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be
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thing
that
in
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the
Government
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why
the imperative need of preserving the the American people and are more have come bz
but benefits have increased of recent years is to be ceive them in such fashion. Moreover, one way and we in another. It may be
American standard' of living for the fruitful than all their other resources have come to protection;
both; and a reversal in found In the fact' that the people, after even if the promise were made to take asserted without fear of successful
American workingman. The tariff rate of civilization. The six million farms
that nowhere else in remean
policy would
damage to both; mature thought, have deemed jit wise effect only in the distant future, the Contradiction
must never fall below that which will receive from the protective tariff what and
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tinder the Department of Agriculture, and begin factional intrigues for fu- pine Islands. We have administered
standard of labor here and abroad a
them in the interest of their own peo
Agriculture and Manufactories,
ture Dower.
difference which it should be our aim The annual output of our agricultural The Friends of the Tariff Should Re or for irrigation. But these new ex
and the Filipinos themselves have
ple;
no
one
are
vise It.
To promise to give them independ
necessary;
penditures
to foster In so far as it represents the products is nearly four billions of dol
profited
by our presence in the is
Conditions change and the laws would seriously propose to abandon ence when it is "prudent" to do so, or
needs of better educated, better paid, lars. Their increase in value has been
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they have also been of very
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when they are "fit" for it, of course
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belter fed, and better clothed working-me- prodigious, although agriculture has fit newbe modified from time
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great
advantage
But the genuine against the increased expense of the plies that they are not fit for it now,
exigencies.
of a higher type than any to be languished in most other countries
So - far from having "sapped the
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to
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unless
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intended
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and that it would be imprudent to give
protection,
tooad hi a foreign country. At all haz- and the main factor in this increase is underlying principle
been embodied in all but one of cut down the very expenditures which it to them now. But as we must our foundations" of free popular governards, and no matter what else is sought the corresponding increase of our man it hasAmerican
tariff laws for the last cause the increase. The pensions to selves be the judges as to when they ment at home by the course taken in.
for or accomplished by changes of the ufacturing industries. American farm the
worked out results so the veterans' of the Civil War are de- become "fit" and when it would be the Philippines, we have been spread-tariff, the American workingman must ers have prospered because the growth forty years, has
its knowledge, and teaching its
so
beneficent,
evenly and widely manded by every sentiment of regard "prudent" to keep such a promise if it ing
be protected in his standard of wages, of their market has kept pace with the
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It is a matter of regret that the pro- products and in plant products, bas by
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In closing what I have to say about policy.
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The Words of William McKinley.
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to
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necessary thrift, energy, and business produce which does not go directly to in
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forms of religious and educational civ- and emancipation from that hour; not
reaonrces to account. But it is no less J or a little over half, of the total value appeal
thousand men which is taking care of try in many different lines. Do our op ilization.
tm that it is our economic policy as of the farm products of the Nation was the
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interestsof over eighty million ponents wish to cut down the money itably ensue
in the archipelago, and broke the shackles of four million
regards the tariff and finance which i consumed in manufacturing industries
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it only just as
is now relatively
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bas enabled us as a nation to make as the raw materials of the factories. people? The army
inevitably the islands would b&. slaves, and made them free, and to the
smaller than it was in the days of by destroying the usefulness of the come the
saeh good use of the individual capac- - j Evidently the manufacturer is the
prey of the first power which party of Lincoln has come another suitself.
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in its own selfish interest took up the preme opportunity wb.ich it has braveof our citizens, and the natural mer's best and most direct customer. Washington, when on the xpeace estab
hundred Honesty and Efficiency in Admlnistra- - task we had
vewnrces of our country. Every class i Moreover, the American manufacture lishment there were thirty-sicravenly abandoned. Of ly met in the liberation of ten. millions
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course the practical difficulty in adopt of the human family from the yoke of
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benefited by the pro- er purchases his farm supplies almost
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The public work of the United States ing any such course of action such a
secure tariff.! During the last few exclusively in his own country. Nine- than four millions of population
imperialism. ; In its solution of great
smaller than it was' in the peaceful has never been conducted with a high- policy of
as President Mc- - problems, in its performance of high
scuttle,"
days of Jefferson, when there were er degree of honesty and efficiency Kinley called it would be found well
it has had the support of mem-- .
fifty-onhundred soldiers to five mil than at the present time; and a special nigh Insuperable. If it Is morally in- duties,
of
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all parties in the past, and, it
three hundred thousand popula need of praise belongs ' to those offi- defensible to hold the
as confidently invokes their cooperation
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any part of it. ago. We did not take the Philippines
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cannot be asked serious
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wrong has occasionally oc In such case what
right have we to at will, and we cannot, put them aside
Undertaking Parlor
ly to argue as to the amount of pos curred, but it has been, relentlessly keep a coaling station? What
right to at will. Any abandonment of the pol
sible tyrrany contained in these fig stamped out. We have known no par
Tat Latest Sdeatlflc Methods ef
control over the Moro peoples? icy which we have steadily pursued in
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"
ures.
The army as it is now is as ty in dealing with offenders, and have What
right io protect the Igorrotes the islands would be fraught with dissmall as it can possibly be and serve namea aown without mercy every from their
oppressors? What right honor and disaster; and to such disOar Parian Ceattot ef a Nicely art Aaeceerkteiy Pitted Uo Sate at lav U its purpose, as an effective nucleus for wrong-doe- r
in the service of the Nation to protect the
g
friends of honor and disaster I do not believe that
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the organization, equipment, and sup whom it was possible by the utmost America in the islands from
West SUe Plaza, Saata Fa, Hew ftcxka,
treachery, the American people will consent
ply of a volunteer army in time of vigilance to detect; for the public serv robbery and murder ? Yet, to abandon i Alarm has been
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professed lest the
need. It is now used, as never before ant who betrays his trust and the priv the islands
completely,; without even Filipines should not receive ail tne
ate
individual
who debauches him
for aiding in the upbuilding of the or
retaining a coaling station,! would benefits guaranteed to our people at
ganized militia of the country. The stand as the worst of criminals, be mean to abandon the position in the home
by the Fourteenth. Amendment
War Department is engaged in a sys cause their crimes against, the entire competition for the trade Of the Orient to
the
Constitution.. As a matter of
tematic effort to strengthen and de cpmmunity, and not only against this which we have' acquired during the
the
fact,
Filipinos have already secur-- "
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National
in
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velop the
against the generations last years; and what is far more im
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al state; as witness, among many oth that are yet to be.
portant, it would mean irreparable
er
maneuvers
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Instances,
great
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ndependence of the Philippine lalands, damage to those who have become the
at Manasses, which have just closed. Our opponents promise independ wards of the Nation. To abandon all
If our opponents should come into pow; ence- to the Philippine Islands. Here control over the Moros would amount
er they could not reduce our army be again we are confronted by the fact to releasing these Moros to prey upon :.IUTUAL EUILDING
low its present 6ize without greatly im that their irreconcilable differences of tne christian
a
Filipinos, civilized or
pairing its efficiency and abandoning opinion among themselves, their prov
as well as upqn the
IVE LEAD El EVERYTESIO.
C
part of the National duty. In short, In ed inability to create a constructive commerce' of other peoples The Mo
this matter, if our opponents should policy when in power, and their read ros are in large part still in the
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Own
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stage Own
eosie into , power they would either iness, for the sake of momentary po of culture where the occupants of the
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have to treat this particular promise litical expediency, tp abandon the prin- bandit and the pirate are those most
rent Into the Building & Loan V
of the year 1904 as they now treat the ciples upon which they have insisted highly regarded; and it has not been
and thus pay for your U
Association
1896
in
made
and
1900, as essential, conspire to puzzle' as as found practical to give them
promises they
ft
home.
that is, as possessing no binding force; to whether they do ot do not intend In
in the sense that' we have
, ,
WAGJIER
of else they would have to embark on good faith to carry out this promise if been giving it to the Christian inhlb- The Association ha9 on hand money"
a policy which would be ludicrous at they are given control oi the Govern itants. To, abandon the Moro country, V loan on desf rabie
D
"Licensed
property.
jto
the moment,' and fraught with grave ment In their platform they declare as our opponents propose in their plat
U - For
particulars call on or address
danger to the national honor in the fu- for independence, apparently
for form, would be precisely as if twenty-fiv- e
(Vhe
ture.
v ' their language is a little obscure-with- out
secretary.
; VY'.V-we
years ago
had withdrawn th
:
No Deficit Exists.
CRICHTON.
qualification as to time ; and army and the civil agents from within
Can Franclco
Our opponents contend that the Gov- indeed a qualification as to time la an and. around the Indian reservations In SBIFVi BLOCK. SANTA FB. H. K.I
ernment is now administered extrava ahiurdlty, for we have neither tight the West, at a time when the EJoux CC?

years the merchant has seen the export trade Qf thi3 country grow faster
than ever in our previous history. The
manufacturer could not keep his factory running if it were not for the pror
tective tariff. The
would
do well to remember that if protection
is "robbery," and is to be punished accordingly, he will be the first to pay
the penalty; for either he will be turned adrift entirely, or his wages will be
cut down to the starvation point. As
conclusively shown by the .bulletins of
the Bureau of Labor,, the' purchasing
power of the average wage received.by
has grown faster than
the
the cost of living, and this in spite of
the continual shortening of working
hours. The accumulated savings of
the workingmen of the country, as
shown by the deposits in the savings'
banks, have increased by leaos and
bounds. At no time in the history of
this or ,any other country,, has there
been an era so productive of material
benefit alike to Workingmen and employer, as during the seven years that
have just passed.
The farmer has benefited quite as.
much as the manufacturer, the merThe most
chant, and the
welcome and impressive fact established by the last census is the wide and
even distribution of wealth among all
classes of our countrymen. The chief
agencies in producing this distribution
are shown by the census to be the development of manufactures, and the
application of new inventions to uni
versal use. The result has been an in
creasing interdependence of agricul
ture and manufactures. Agriculture is
now, as it always has been, the basis
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Continued from Page Six.
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SYSTEM.

ed the substance of these benefits
This Government has been true to the
spirit of the Fourteenth Amendment in
petual water right from $17 to 335 per acre, according to location. Pay
Can our- opponents
the Philippines.
onto may be made in ten year Installments.
Alfalfa, grains, frultt f
all kind, aad sugar beets grow to perfection.
deny that here at home the principles
of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth
Amendments have been in effect nul
lified? In this, as in many other mat
Oa this Grant, about forty mtlo west of Springer, N. M., are the goM
ters, we at home can well profit by the
Dialog districts of Elisabeth tow u and Baldy, where Important mineral
example of those responsible for the
discoveries have lately been made. Claims on nnlocated ground may be
actual management of affairs in the
made under the mining regulations' of the company, which are as !
In our several common'
Philippines.
able to the prospector as the D. 8. government laws.
wealths here- in, the United States we
Near Raton, N. M., oa this grant, are located the Coal Mines of ttw
as a people now face the complex
Katon Coal and Coke Coniany, where employment may be found at
problem of securing fair treatment to
good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that farming at";
each man regardless of his race or
;
prospecting can not be successfully done.
color. We can do so only if we ap
For particulars and adTcrtising matter apply to
proach the problem in the spirit of
d
courage, common sense, and
devotion to the right, which
has' enabled Governor Taft, Governor
BATON. NEW MEXICO
Wright, and their associates, to do so
noble a work Jn giving to the Philip
pine people the benefit of the true
principles of American liberty. "
For the Well Being of the People
That is why you see our teams so busy supplying: the wants of the peo- - Our appeal is made to all good citizens who hold the honor and the inter
'V ' ; :'-v;,
pie with out fine
est of the nation close to their hearts.
The great issues which are at stake,
and upon which I have touched, are
more than mere partisan issues, for
they involve much that comes to the
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
of our' people.
individual well-beinUnder conditions as they actually are,
That there is some difference
In wood. Our wood is the best
good Americans should refuse, for the
sake of the welfare of the nation, to
to be bad & always at your call'
change the national policy.' We, who
are responsible for the administration
Your order will receive prompt and careful attention.
and legislation under which this country, during the last seven years, has
at home
Phone No. SB grown so greatly in well-beinOFFICE: Gartteld Avenue, Near A. T; S. F. Depot.
and in honorable repute among the nations of the earth abroad, do not stand
inertly upon this ' record, do not use
this record as an excuse for failure of
effort to meet new conditions. On the
contrary, we treat the record of what
we have done in the past as incitement
to do better in the future. We believe
that the progress that we have made
E.
GEORGE
ELLIS, Proprietor.
may toe taken as a measure of the progress we shall continue to make if the
and steam-heate- d
The most conveniently located and only fire-propeople again entrust the Government
( Hotel in the city.
Electric tights, baths and sanitary plumbing of the Nation to our hands. We do not
stand still.- We press steadily forward
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything: up to date. First-clas- s
toward the goal of moral and material
s
well-beinfor our own people, of just
aannedted. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men
and fearless dealing toward all other
peoples, in the interest not mere
EUROPEAN PLAN.
AMERICAN
ly of this country,, but of mankind.
There is ' not a policy,
or
Office
the
in
Cable
Go's
and
Postal Telegraph
Botiding foreign domestic, which wenotare now
be discarrying out, which it would
CORNER PLAZA AND 8AN FRANCISCO 8TREET.
astrous to reverse or abandon. If our
opponents should come in and should
not reverse our policies, then they
would .be branded with the brand of
broken faith, of false promise, of insin
anrcoitFO&ATEs
cerity in word and deed; and no man
can work to the advantage of the Nation with such a brand clinging to him.
If, on the other hand they should come
in and reverse any or all of our poli
cies, by just so much would the Nation
as a whole be damaged. Alike as law
makers and as administrators of the
to do our
we have endeavored
law
Grain, Floor and Potatoes
'Stationery,
duty in the interest of the people as a
whole. We make our appeal to no
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.
class and to no section, but to all good
citizens, in whatever part of the land
'
PROMPT ATTKNTION GIVKN MAIL. OBDKH8.
they dwell, and whatever may be their
occupation or worldly condition. We
SANTA FE. N. M i
have striven both for civic righteousness and for National greatness and
we have faith to believe that our hands
will be upheld by all who feel love of
sTbsraa-fcems- Tl
country and trust in the uplifting of
manhood. We stand for enforcement
'
BKNBOTHS
J B.B.OCICKBX
of
the law and for obedience to the
"Q
si
When You Come to Albuquerque Don't Forget J
law; our Government is a government
of orderly liberty equally alien to tyr
d
anny and to anarchy; and its fourida
tlon-ston- e
is the observance of the law,
0
alike by the people and by the public
QUICKEL BOTHE, Proprietors.
servants. We .hold ever before us as
the
end of policy and ad
Room and Billiard Hall Attached.
ministration the reign of peace at
home and throughout the world ; of
peace, which comes only by dbing
Corner Railroad Avenue and 8econd Street
justice.
Faithfully yours,
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
laods with perpetual water rights are, now being offered
faming
sraess el forty teres and np wards. Price of land with perlor sal
Tfaes

I
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GOLD MINES.

-
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The

filAXWELL

r

Land Grant Co

high-minde-

Not Luck Btrt Results.
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:

MOKESO

g

FIBEEID

WE WflCEB

CAPITAL COAL YABD

g

THE

CLAIRE HOTEL
of

..

g

OR

a

blood-sweatin-

Fearful Odds Against Him.
Bedridden, alone and destitute. Such
in brief was the condition of an old
soldier by name of J. J. Havens, Versailles, O. For years he was troubled
with kidney disease and neither doctors nor medicines gave him relief. At
length he tried Electric Bitters. It
put him on his feet in snort order and
now he testifies: "I'm on the road to
complete recovery." Kest on earth for
liver and kidney troubles and all forms
of stomach and bowel complaints. Only
50c. i Guaranteed by Fischer Drug Co.

A

WiT u

dab

1

hand reliable remedies for use in
cases of accident and for slight injur
ies ana anmenis. a gooa liniment ana
one that is becoming .a favorite if not
a household necessity is Chamberlain's
Pain Balm. By applying it promptly
to a cut, bruise or burn it allays the
pain and causes the injury to heal in
one-thir-

-

i

LETTER LIST.

List of letters remaining uncalled
for in the postofflce at Santa Fe, N. M.
for the week ending Sept. 10. 1904
If not called for within two weeks
will be sent to the dead letter office
at Washington:
Alarid. Albino
Keller, E J
t

CHARLES;VDUDROW.

McDonald. Mrs Amna

Gonzales, Don
Hill, T R
Kelley, BP

Valdes, Joe
Williams, W F

In the Forenoon.

,

?

CEKRILLOS AND HAGAN COAL
'

ttt fat

Mc-Clur- e,

liajidlihe;ling..Brs4

f

Well worth

Journey of 100 Miles to Inspect.

at

ante

Sept.

We,

1

A. F. SPIE6EL.BER6
257 San Francisco Street.

Indian and iexican
Wares anil Curios
Ranker, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax. Feather and Linea
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Gameti
v

and Other Gems.

CTTfAT.TY

To hm the test cf Terytftfaft hx the

Ham,

O T EL NOR MA N D I
Don Gaapar Avenue and Water Street.
J J ;J
J J J

J

'v'-''-

Reasonable rates for board and room.
Well furnished rooms.
AM windows screened.
New farnitore
Free bath In connection.
it 9
CARRIE L. THOAtAS. Proprietor.

In calling please say advertised and
.
give tne date.
.
.; PAUL A. F. WALTER,

Good table and service.

Postmaster.

'

a

Need a Nerve Tonic P
Of the many such remedies on the
market; only one is best. It is Palmo
Tablets. They soothe the fretful, induce natural sleep, and quickly dispel
symptoms of nervous' debility, such as
failing memory, weak back, dreams,
v',
etc.
If you are weak and run down from
any cause, and want to look and feel
years younger, take Palmo Tablets.
60 cents.
Book Free.'

DO YOU

9ifi

EAT ?

Short Orders

fnad

af

Specialty. All tne Delicacies of the Season. Opea Day and Night
21 Meals tor $4.50.
Regular Meals IS Cents.

G. LTJPE HERRERA, Proprietor
$Francisco
Street, Next to Cartwright Davis Co's 8tore. JJ

354 Ban

H-- O, ITOITTZ makupactuxu o- rF(cxican Filigree dzmlry
Datches, Clocka, Jewelry and Hand Painted Cfclsi.

;

;

RtprlafiawaKhajU

Isrsltyassti a spsMklty.

a;

..,;(

i

Trl-coch- e,

and.

jrrzattLE. tu

arid

O

i

-

m

cans

I

IfYott Do Tiy the New Cuisine at the

:

ioirmjciiY

'

'

Luisita

0c td

THIS CLUB

MISS THE

I and 7 p. m. An Hour given to witness the Animal and
Museum Curios before the Commencement
oi the Circus aud Hippodrome Performances.

.

DOOnO

III THE EIIUBE WORLD

GRAND STREET PAGEANT
a

Gutierrez. Prag-erequita f2)
Gonzales, Emiterio M Varela, Eluterlo
,

EVES.

THAN

LARCER

YOU CAN NEVER AFFORD TO

Padia, Luis
Romero, Separlna
Martiuez de
Yalensia. Francia- -

Bon Ton: J. S. Tucker, Alamogordo.
Normandie: J. H. McHughes, Essex,
Illinois; M. C.' McEIrby, Ft. Worth; A.
M Ireland's Pharmacy.
J. Montgomery, Raton; M. Manning,
Manassa, Colorado; A. J. ', Griswold,
'
All Kinds of Building Material
i
Mr. and Mrs. P.. Hanson and family,
Alamosa; S. Baden Kansas City; W.
CORD AND STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT fO FIT YOUR STOVE
Rostell, Albuquerque.
Palace: W. D. Hollester, S. Burk-tiard- t,
L. Cherns, St. "Barloc tken yonr wonderful "Cuetreti" for
Albuquerque;
'
months nd belnc ntirely cured of nomaek
Delivered to sury part of the City.
Louis ; Mi3S Frank M. Juillerd, Ft. thn
catarrh and dyspepsia, I think a word of pnlte is
oe to "Csscret'rforthelrwonderfal composition,
A.
G.
and
Smith
son,
Wayne, Indiana;
'
'
remedies
hare taken numerous other
'
TRAK8FS9 AMD CTOSAOK
at without nail and I find that Casearete teller
Nashville, Tennessee; N CI feichman, mora
f
in a day than all the others I have takes
'
Ws Mad Ertrytttet
would in a year."
Mrs. R. M. Richardson, Miss Delia
James XcOune, US Mercer St., Jersey City, K. J.
B.
F.
T.
S.
Dukimon,
Antonlto;
D
fi.
Branch
Fe
Ccrrills3.
Santa
Ytrfo
35
hope
Baker, Albuquerque; Charles E. Doll,
Best For
Denver.
inwooweis.
. Claire:
, W.
Denver;
McMillan,
George E. Robinson, San Francisco; J.
EL Sheridan, Silver
City; Mr. and Mrs.
CAMPVCATrtaJtTkB
James-Mason- ,
New York, Venceslao
:'
Jaramillo, El Rito; J. Pv Dunman,
Decatur, .Illinois; J. W. Orchard,
Pl
L. R. Allen, Mr. apd Mrs. A. L.
v
$;Mr::";iv-WPleasant. Palatatklat. ffntAfift.Tuaa
Do Good.
Las Vegas; A. C. .Telchman, Kerer Sicken. Weaken or Orine. Us, tie, tee. Merer
Forkser,
BOURBONS
sold in bulk. The (enulne tablet stamped OOO.
M.
Mr.
Mrs.
and
J.
St Louis;
Simpson, waaraniwea sv earn or your money naoa
i
and PENNSYLVANIA RYES
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.V. ms
Washington, D. C; George W.
New York; Mrs. L. Tricoche,
Goods bought to bond, parity guaranteed.
Summit, New Jersey; Mrs. Fidel Roman), Albuquerque; Elsie M. Ksmay. Mr,
PURE CALIFORNIA WINES, IMPORTED
Mrs.' H. W. 'Beers, H.- O. Walmer,
aad
TOBACCOS
DOMESTIC CIGARS
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. MoIIette,
Antonito;
ni inal aa OfW
Gv
'
Mr., and Mrs. J. H. Hunt, Alamosa;
Oar Club Rooms are fcargc, Comfortable and Airy.
Du-rs aa
v.
Fidel E. Garcia, Tres Piedras; M.
i
Vt. ;hhMartakca.
TafteMetaerw
AIDERS
Ortiz, Colorado; lfisa L. L. Kratz,
TOWI??END, Proprietors.
jja
ky Jj-r- 0eslA "j-jaif
Mrs. E. Shearer,, Philadelphia; H. C
rranciacoCt."
, . Telephotie JSo. 94
aa4
.
WUea, T. R. fterrrt Eohna;, R. W.
- '
a Sea
Evans, J. E. Eva&s, Cbteaso.

sSsfi

HOW THE LARGEST

,

Huford. Marg-retBlake. 8 R
Haca, Hilefedo C
Crispin, Rosario
Dudrick, Tom
Duran. Adela

AHS

RARE

WILD

NO OTHER SHOW EVER ADDED SO MANY ATTRACTIONS IN ONE
SEASON, AS THE CAMPBELL BROTHERS HAVE FOR THIS YEAR;
MAKING OUR SHOW

usually re

the tim

d

OF

WORTH
FIVE TIMES

TWO 8HOW8 DAILY

Emergency Medicines.

S

ARE NECESSARY TO HOUSE THE

THIS SEASON

It is a great convenience to have at

about

GAGESDENS-LAIR-

$1,000,000

'.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

LUMBER

100

The Russians would have whipped
the Japs long before now if they had
been wise and eaten some of those
fine oysters at the Bon Ton.

Mexican dishes of every description
can be had at the Bon Ton.

I XJE.IlrJBI

GIGANTIC COLLECTION

A

Remote, barbaric and unpeopled lands from the frigid zones of the pole? to tlrs
not climes of the Equator, forest fastness, inpenetrable jungles, burning deserts,
FOUND AT LAST.
mountain crags and the broad plains have contributed profusely and have yielded
At A. Frank's Hotel, at Espanola, their Strange
Members of the Animal World in a COMPLETE GIGANTIC
can be secured accommodations
for COLLECTION that has never before been seen since the historic deluge, when
tourists and commercial travelers. the Patriarch Noah assemble his grand collection In the Ark, to preserve from the
Suitable vehicles for parties desiring pluvian downpour, the Birds, Beasts and Reptiles of the earth. Object lessons in
nature brought to your very doors. All earth's treasures, embracing
to visit the Cliff Dwellings or other animated
Animals famed for their ferocity, rarity or beauty, which includes the finest specican
also be obtained.
points
g
mens alive of the huge
Hippopotami, Stately Giraffe, Monster Elephants. Ferocious Carnivorous Lions, Treacherous Tigers from India, Beautiful
500 Men Wanted To get outside of Striped Zebras, and all of the strange monsters of the sea, jungle and forest.
Strange forms of life from remote lands.' Birds of bright, brilliant plumage from
some of those delicious oysters at the the
Islands of the South, and thousands of other strange and curious animals.
Bon Ton.

WHOLESALE GROCERS

s

BROTHERS SHOWS

stitute.

H. B. Cartwight & Bro,

fp

inc.

ile-- . I
G R EAT
GARUPBELL CONSOLIDATED

Plenty More Like This in Uanta Fe;
Scores of Santa Fe people can teJJ
sou about Doan's Kidney Pills. Man
a happy citizen; makes a public state
ment of his experience. Here is a
case of it. What better proof of merit
can be had than such endorsement:
.Pascual Tanni, boot and shoe repairer on the Plaza, residence College St.,
Rays:, "A man cannot sit on the bench
pairing shoes all day unless his back
is extra strong. When it is weak, lams
and pains continually, it becomes a
Positive nuisance without mentioning
.ne suffering It endures, if working at
my occupation was not the primary
cause of backache it certainly aggravated it. 'Much to my surprise and more
to my gratification, a course Of the
treatment with Doan's Kidney Cure
procured at Ireland's Pharmacy so
washed, purified and strengthened my
kidneys that the backache ceased."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cts.
Fr jter Mi'lburn Co., Buffalo, N. T., sole
aihts for the United States. Remember the name, Doan's, and take no sub-

quired, and as it is an anticeptic it
prevents any danger of blood poison
ing. When pain Balm is kept at hand
a sprain may be treated before inflamation sets in, which insures a quick re
covery. For sale by all druggists.

I

anta P'e,

CASE AFTER CASE.

ROOSELELT'S LETTER

7
'

BCOS, STATIOEI(Y

hagazijies

HeAftfluartera for

;
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I

PERIODICALS.
1

"

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

'

Fin CcoTccttezry and Cigars
o3 Caa

Fraadsco Ct.

v

.

'

,

EanU Pe. JT. H.

t'

f

-
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v

:ff:-Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, September 2, 1904.

CARTWRIGHT-Grocery Telephone

I

61V

IT;-- :

LEMKE PITCHES
GOOD GAME

jt S. 0. CARTW'RIOHT, Scc'y and Treas.
No. 250 San Francisco Street.

0
ft

AVIS CO.

j

OEO. W. HICKOX, President

1

D

No.

, . Solve His Curves and Speed

Our trade on Imperial Flour has been
very satisfactory, but we would like
every one in Santa Fe to uso it who
can appreciate its remarkable qualities. It makes the best of bread und U
also a fine pastry flour. Probably the
best pastry cook in the Southwest will
MEADOW GOLD BUTTER.
use no other brand.
$1.60
We never tire of telling the good 50 pound sack
is
Butter.
of.
Meadow
Gold
It
qualities
pure, clean and of a most delicate
flavor. These good qualities are reSOUTH SEA BLEND.
tained and preserved by the package,
has been a remarkable adThere
which is air tight, moisture and odor
vance
the price of medium grade
in
proof.
coffees. We are still selling South Sea
Blend at 25 Cents per pound. We fear
that we shall not be at), to continue
OUR BAKERY.
to do this much longer. Better buy
Why not use our bread? It is made sixty days' supply now.
according to the most approved methods. It contains nothing that could by
the remotest possibility be injurious
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
to the health. It is sweet to the taste,
We
clean to the sight and always fresh.
always have what the market
Made only from the highest grade affords in the way of fruits and
'
Kansas flour.

The potatoes from Greeley, Colora
do rank as being of the very highest
quality. We are now receiving them,
and they are very fine Indeed.
$1.65
Per cwt

ft

MEAT MARKET.

HAY AND GRAIN.
Wo shall bo pleased to fill your orders for hay, grain, feed, etc. Our
stocks are always complete, the quality of the best and prices reasonable.
See that your animals are well fed.
We can do it for you.

bam, etc.

NEW

-;-

PiEVAIUJG AT

Daintily made.

Takz a EC

With Yoti

n

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

Styles and Prices, from

All

to $35

$1

ALL KINDS OF SUPPLIES

11

.

d.

!

that city.

MONEY'S DIGEST.
New Mexican Printing Com.
made
has
arrangements
pany
with the publisher of Money's Digest
of the New Mexico reports to sell the
same at the reduced price, of $6.50,
delivered In any pa it of the Territory.
This price will hold good only for a
limited time In order to reduce the
stock so as to pay for the publishing
of the book.. This price Is subject to
withdrawal without notice, cash to
accompany each order.

(

.WMy S '
STORE

.5

cloudy tonight and Tuesday wfth local
thunder showers. .
Saturday .the thermometer registered
as follows: Maximum temperature, 78
degrees, at 1:30 p. m.; minimum 50
degrees, at 6:00 a. m. The mean tem- Derature for the 34 hours was 64 degrees
Relative humldltv. iO per cent.
Yesterday the tnermometer registered
as follows: Maximum temperature, 75
degrees, at 2:30 p. m.; minimum, 53
degrees, at 6:50 a. " in. The mean
temperature for the 24 hours was 64 de
(trees. Relative humidity, " 36 percent.
Precipitation, a trace.
Temperature at 6:0u a. in. today, 52

Lemp's St. Louis Beet.

ALL KOTOS OP MINERAL WATERS
The Trade Supplied Proa

J

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY
jOkjt Settle
te a Cadoac.

Gadalpe Street, Santa Fe, N. M. Phone

FILLEt

No. 38.

Iff

h' :,..',,

:,:":

230 San Francisco Street

blanks at the New Mexican.

All legal

:

7:,.

A::

Santa Fe,

JII.

MARKET REPORT.
There's a strike on meat,
There's a strike on packers,;
But there is no strike
On, the Bon Ton oysters.

Low Excursion Rates.
MONEY AND METAL.
For Campbell Brothers' Circus, Sep
New York. Sept. 13. Monev on call,
Santa Fe Central
i per cent, frlme raer tember 16th,' the
easy
cantile paper 3
per cent. Silver Railway will sell tickets from all
,
56.
points on its line to Santa Fe.
New vork.- SeDtember 12 Lead
S. B. GRIMaHAw.
steady, 84.25;- 'copper steady, 512.62
It will pay you to advertise. Try tt
"
QHAIN,
Chicacro, September 12. Close, Wh&t

We 'carry the finest SHOES in the coontry, made by
the largest and best house in America, that's the Brown
Shoe Co. Men's, Ladles', Boys', Girls' and Children's.

Catron Block, East Side Plata.

DDpO

cegree.

y
See'the new stock of COLLARS, silk and linen,
embroidetea. Look over the display at out
Store before yoa decide on yow parcnase : : : :

ZS PRICES TO SUIT ANYBODY
COME AND SEE US
GIVE US A TRIAL

No. 3 A. Folding Pocket Kodak, $20.00.

.

Just the thing; to wear with the
.
hew style separate skirts !

I,aee-trimme- d.

FOR
RENT
Furnished double
house of 3 rooms each. Apply to Santa
Fe Meat and Live Stock C.
FOR

'

TO THE

51.,, v

.,

Two

new

six-roo- m

Hotel.

CLIFF DWELLINGS.

AND

,

Oats. Sept. SIX; Dec. 33- Chicago, Sept. 13. "Wheat at S3 be
fore May 1" was roared by bulls today
on board of trade. At openlning of
market there was excited demand for
wheat with few traders venturing to
sell. Price of May delivery was from
113 and for delivery for present
1114
montn irom
ion. xne Aericul
turai itureau at Washington issued a
report Saturday afternoon thatHaccord
ling to the bulls confirmed the worst
fears regarding the lamentable loss of
spring wheat by black .rust. Of the
winter and spring wheat produced this
year in tne united states, it was con
tended there was barely enough ' for
bread and seed if every bushel of it were
available, which Is not ' possible. The
cou ntrv is therefore face to face: with
the .necessity of bringing foreign wheat
to help to keep the wolf from the door
until another harvest shall be raised
PORK, LARD AND RIB.";
Porkf'Sept. $10.55; Oct.
Lard, Sept. 87.00; Oct. 87.07i.
Eibs, Sept. '$7.33; Oct 87.40.
V;
WOOL MARKET.
A
St. Louis, Mo., September 13. Woo1,
is steady.
Territory and western medium, 31 &
185 fine medium. 16
13; fine. 15

RENT

cottages, stationary range, bath anT
toilet Apply to Geo. E. Ellis, Claire.

-

sept, 109; JJec.,113;.
corn, SJept. 53; Dec.

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR RENT Elks' Hall.' formerlv
Adam's Hall for balls, parties and all
other public and private use. Apply
to George E. Ellis', trustee.

ADS

Five houra for the round trip.
FOR SALE Horses
sExperienced drivers. Low rates Apply Dr. J. M. Diaz. and carriageand good teams.
GEORGE J. SAFFORD & SON,
Espanola, N. M JOR 8ALE Fine sheep ranch. If

FOR RENT Elefcantlv
furnUh4
rooms. Also, rooms for light housekeeping, furnished, good well water
good surroundings. Inquire 114 Cer'
rillos Street, South Side.'
interested, call on or address Andrew'
WANTED For the U. S. army: able
Forbes, Saguache, Colo. ,
bodied,
unmarried men, between ages
FOR SALE Choice, grain fed chick
of 21 and 85; citizens of United States
ens, killed and dressed to your order. of good character and
temperate habAlso, strictly fresh eggs, sweet cream, its, , who can speak, read and- - .
A. M. DETTELBACH, Mgr.
write,
and fresh buttermilk. S.'R. Hinckley, English, For Information
apply to re.
113 Johnson St.
i
cruiting officer, 160 San Francisco
Street, Santa Fe, New Mexico. ,
WANTED
cotton
Clean
New
rags,
The Largest Hall in the City Mexican office. Cash
same.
for
Tne Bon Ton restaurant received to-paid
for "
day a large consignment of fine fresh
WANTED Young lady as bookkep- - oysters. This is the first shipment In
Balls
er. .Must .be .resident of Santa Fe. the' city this season, and a great treat
is in store for lovers' of this article.
H Apply own handwriting P. O. Box 15.
Parties

16.

,

Private and
Pttbllc Entertainments
Conventions, Etc., Etc., Etc
'
Seating Capacity, 450
Large Stage

-

.

STOCK MARKET8.
New York, Bealu. 13. Atchison 81 :
pfd., 98Ji; New York Central, 134;
Pennsylvania, 137k; Southern Pacific,
56; Union Pacific, 98; pfd 83; U.
S. Steel, 15k': pfd., 65.
,

8T0CKS.

k

STAUNCH, PERFECT RUNNING WHEEL
buuui' jinuurtHice tor

1V01

sten,

84 50

83.85

Sheep market steady to 10c. lower.
Muttons, 83.85 J 14.00; lambs, 84.50
15.75; Kange wetoers, 83 40
84.00;

,

Kwee, 93.73

Q

88 50.

Chicago, September
strong.
.

Is m gnat among this elaeiof riders, as among the vast moltttuds
whortdefar healtbaadpleMore.
mm
V
lh tiaMir
iA ' .'

Dsill.r.c

S4U

BmOM
Jj&J

,

cMsIsm:

Call and Inspect, aad senile Utaetnted poster eorer catalog, free.

"W.
gxmou clock, no, 311.

v

Sept. 12. Cattle
v
market steady to ioc lower.
Native steers, 83.75
85.00; South
83 75; Southern
em steers, 83.50
cows, 83.00 & 83.00; native eows aad
heifers, 91.75 & 84.75; Stockers and
84.25; bulls, 83.00
feeders, 2.35
83.35; calv.es, 83.50 '
85.75; western
Mo..

Kansas City,

snn

SLHII

13.

Cattls market

Good to prime steers, 85.60 & 86.13
85.35; stockers
poor to medium; S3 50
and feeders, 3 35 83 80; eows 81. so 9
85.00$ heifers, si.so Q 85.00; canners,
83 35! bulls. 83.00 Ot 84.15:
81.50
86.80; Texas fed steers.
calves, 3 50
83.00
84.00; western steers, 82.75
84.00. '
J
Nhaan market ate&dv.
Good to choice wethers, 83.50
84.1.51 (
rair to enwee mixeo, fj.ss O f 7.00
western sheep, 83 00
84.15; natlv

a

f4.09 O

.

.

j

'

HOUSE

OPERA

H ANN A INSURANCE
AGENCY,
The best cook in the city at the Bon
Writes Fire, Life and Accident Insur Ton.

'

ance.

Phone

66.

Griffin Block.

Offices

.

The New Mexican prints the news.

"

S

.i

1

;

nand-somel-

fe-

,

'

BEAUTIFUL WHITE CHINA SILK WAISTS,

fc

V

U. 8. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
Forecast for New Mexico: Partly

.9

CASH

-

Wahai

fcfae

The

Exceedingly ftqralar
PRICES ARE
ff r

.

e

Blues of

Only the choicest cuts of packing
house corn fed beef, mutton and lamb
are cut in our market. Give us a trial
when you want something nice In the
way of meats, bacon, hams, boiled
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About six hundred baseball enthusiasts witnessed the game yesterday afternoon between the Santa Fe Central
team of this city anT the Antonito
Club. Lemke did the twirling for the
Santa Fe boys and the visitors were
crealy outclassed from the start.
The home team began the fireworks
in the third inning when two runs were
scored. In the fourth inning four more
tallies were made and again in the
fifth five runs were made. The only
run of the game for the visitors was
made in the eighth inning on a three-bashit.
Two pitchers were tried out by Antonito, the first being knocked out of
the box in the fourth innnlng. The
Santa Fe boyl put up a good article
of ball and at no time of the game
were the visitors in it, the score being
11 to 2 at the end of the game in favor
of Santa Fe.
The local team is now in good shape
and will no ' doubt secure its share
of the, prize money at the Albuquerque
fair next month. It is settled that an
excursion will be run to the Capital
City next , Sunday from Las Vegas,
when a game will be played with the
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GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY

For terms apply to9
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PHOTOGRAPHER
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PHOTOS AID VIEWS

Ever made in the city
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INDIAN and MEXICAN BLAfuCETS, POTTERY
BASKETS, DRAWN WORK: CURIOS, ETC.
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TOURISTS:
Iv
you know that yon miss half of Santa
you do hot visit oar Curio Store & Free tfusecn
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